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A Very Merry Christmas 

From everyone here at Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living Magazine, I 
would like to wish you all a very festive welcome to our December issue, 
which is packed with lots of Christmas inspiration. This year has truly 

flown past, but isn’t that always the way? I can hardly believe that we are 
already bringing our holiday decorations down from the loft and getting 
the Christmas trees up and underway. It is a labour of love, to have your 
home suitably decked for the festive season and arranging through all the 
ornaments and decorations that you have collected over the years, and 
finding a place for new additions. It is all worth it though. This issue we have 
lots of festive ideas for you to ponder. To start you off, we have our regular 
Homestyle feature, which has become a homage to festive accessories and 
winter wonders. In our main features we have your table settings sorted 
with lots of inspiration for Christmas day dining. We look at all styles of 
decoration, with options for classic, and contemporary homes, for your tree 
and the rest of your home. Scandi style has been at the forefront this year, so 
we look at ways to create a Scandi styled Christmas within your home. At this 
time of year, we get into the Christmas spirit by indulging in more beverages 
than usual, with family and friends calling in, and with that we cover the 
resurgence of the drinks trolley and how it has become a statement within 
a room, as well as serving a function. Of course, what would Christmas be 
without giving something special to those we care about, but it isn’t always 
easy to know what to buy; hopefully our gift guide will help you out, as we 

cover men, women, children and even gifts for pets. No matter what though, 
remember that its the thought always counts!

Our home owners this issue style their homes for Christmas in different 
ways, but each one brings their own kind of festive cheer. In Ballymena we 
visit Colin and Ruth in their unique, self-build where they have a contemporary 
styled Christmas home, with creative touches of DIY décor throughout. in 
Helen’s Bay, Veronica and Bryn show us their beautiful home that is steeped in 
history, which they have styled in a complementary manor with fresh foliage. 
In County Wicklow, Erin and Anthony have gone for a simplistic Christmas 
style in their contemporary home that has pops of colour throughout. And 
last but by no means least, we visit Rosefield Farm Guest House in Monaghan 
where Liz and Wilfie have gone for the Christmas classic approach for their 
guests to enjoy. You could also be in with a chance of winning a two night 
stay at Rosefield Farm Guest House if you enter our readers competition!

Continuing with our wintery theme, our destination abroad is Alaska, 
where you can be at one with nature and have a unique winter experience, 
and closer to home we take a look at some Christmas escapes around Ireland. 
Our cookery this issue offers four festive recipes for you to try at home, from 
Tanya’s Christmas by Tanya Burr.

If you have a home, or know someone who has a home, that you would 
like to see featured in 2018 contact our editorial team on 028 9147 3979 or 
editorial@ihil.net

L-R Sara Larkham, Gareth Edwards, Vanya Campbell, Bobby Keenan, Suzanne Livingstone, Mike Keenan, Jenny Ferris, Walter Steele, Yvonne Watson, Michael Robinson, Heather Withers. 

21 YEARS
OVER 4.5 MILLION* SALES

ABC VERIFIED
*4,554,634 combined sales to December 2016 Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 4,360,164 All Ireland Kitchen Guide 194,470

and a Prosperous 2018 from all of the staff 
at Ireland's Homes Interiors & Living Magazine
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pat Jones, belfast; 
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homestyle
An inspirational selection of the latest 

traditional and contemporary furniture, fabric 

and accessories for your home at Christmas.

Bask large sofa in mustard from DFS. 
Available in 31 colours. £499/€649. 
Phone Belfast 028 90687472, Derry 

028 71310950, Cork 021 4359306 and 
Dublin 01 6404232. dfs.co.uk dfs.ie
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Feeling Wick
Fornasetti scented candle 
from Amara. £125. Phone 
0800 587 7645. amara.com

Ring the Changes
IKEA set of four serving bowls, £22/€25. 

Phone 020 3645 0000. ikea.com ikea.ie

Japanese Trend
V&A inspired, John Lewis 

designed Konoha and Kumo 
cushions, £45. Phone 0345 

604 9049. johnlewis.com

Rest 
Assured
The Zuri sofa rom  
DFS. €769. Phone Belfast  
028 90687472, Derry 028 
71310950, Cork 021 4359306  
and Dublin 01 6404232. dfs.ie

Animal Magic
Cat mug from And Shine. 

£11.50. Phone 01736 366568.  
andshine.co.uk

Red Star
STRÅLA LED table lamp 
in powder coated steel  
from IKEA. £18. Phone 
020 3645 0000.  
ikea.co. ikea.ie

Silver Angel
Angel votive candle 
from Daisy Park. £11. 
Phone 01769 579007. 
daisypark.co.uk



Caravel Extending Dining Table RRP €1199 NOW €599.00, Caravel Bench RRP €399 NOW €199, Caravel 2 Drawer Hall Table RRP €499 NOW €249,
Caravel Nest of Tables RRP €399 NOW €199, Caravel Dining Chair RRP €249 NOW €119,  Martini Chair RRP €399 NOW €169 each
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Brass Neck
Indian brass vase from 

Decorators Notebook. 
£49.95. Phone 0845 4741747. 

decoratorsnotebook.co.uk

First Noel
Gold effect Noel from Next. £14. 
Phone 0333 7778000. next.co.uk

Twister
Spiral Burst cushion from 

Vintage Cushions. £165. 
vintagecushions.com

Wrap it Up
Pine cones wrapping paper 
from Marks & Spencer. 
£4.50 for 3 metres.  
Phone 0333 014 8423. 
marksandspencer.com

Tall Time
Victoria table clock 
from Escapology. 
£129. Phone 
01752 710489. 
escapologyhome.com

Make 
the Call

Wild & Wolf phone in 
brushed brass from Red 
Candy. £40. Phone 0121 

2247728. redcandy.co.uk

Hot Beans
Beasties espresso cup 

and saucer from 
Dobbies. Set of 

four £24.99. 
Phone 028 
9262 6960. 

dobbies.com
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Wrap Around
The big medinilla magnifica 
pine lamp from Nordic Kind. 
£831. nordickind.com

You’re a Star
Somerset Star collection of beautiful 

soft furnishings from Pignut. From 
£30 for a cushion. pignut.co.uk

Oh Deer!
Wooden reindeer advent 

calendar from Dobbies. 
£29.99. Phone 028 9262 

6960. dobbies.com

Three Wise Owls
Sophie Allport owl antiqued glass baubles. Set of 
three, £11. Phone 01778 560 256. sophieallport.com

Seeds of Nature
Silver cone garland from The 
Contemporary Home. £18. 
Phone 023 9264 9400. tch.net

Star Light
Parlane wooden LED star light from 
Cotswold Trading. £34.99. Phone 
01386 853331. cotswoldtrading.com

Highly Strung
Grey string candle holder with brass and 
leather detail from Cloudberry Living. £90. 
Phone 0330 123 3301. cloudberryliving.co.uk

homestyle
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Starry Night
Starry skies candle from 
Emma Bridgewater. 
£14.95. daisypark.co.uk

From Russia
with Love
St. Petersburg Christmas tree 
from John Lewis. £250. Phone 
03456 049 049. johnlewis.com

Blythe Spirit
Stag decanter from At  

Home In The Country. 
£148. Phone 01484 865359.

athomeinthecountry.co.uk

Ice Cookie
Snowflake cookie cutter 
from Wilton. £3.49. 
Phone 0121 272 2790. 
wilton.co.uk

Bucket List
Champagne bucket from 

Comptoir des Industries. 
£90. coin-fr.com

All that Glitters
Shimmering snowflake confetti 
from Neviti. £2.99. Phone 

01494 883 428. 
neviti.com

Settle Petal
Flower tea light from The 
Contemporary Home. £12.  
Phone 0845 1308 229. tch.net

Festive Foliage
Eucalyptus wreath £32 from 
House of Fraser. Phone 0345 
602 1073. houseoffraser.co.uk



To find your nearest retailer or more inspiration please visit us online at crosswater.co.uk

Bathroom INSPIRATION

Discover your style at crosswater.co.uk
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Shake it Up
Christmas scene snow 
globe from Wedgwood. 
£95. amara.com

Time to Shine
Winter LED lights from Ikea. £5/€6. ikea.co.uk

Deck the Halls
Frosted garland from The 
Contemporary Home. £35. tch.net

Snowball
Snow blizzard bauble 
from John Lewis. £5. 

johnlewis.co.uk

Glitter Mouse
Hanging decoration from  
The Contemporary  
Home. £6. Phone 023  
9246 9400. tch.net

Frosty Fir
Emperor snowy tree from 

Homebase. £100. homebase.co.uk

Run Rudolph
Champagne glitter reindeer 
from House of Fraser. £28. 

houseoffraser.co.ukIced Ring
White wreath from Magical 
Story. £8.50. magicalstory.co.uk



Ambiente, the show.
Information and tickets at 
ambiente.messefrankfurt.com 
Tel. +44 14 83 48 39 83 
info@ireland.messefrankfurt.com

What makes an event a true sensation. 
When does one city offer a home for the world. 
Where will tomorrow’s ideas be born.

This is your invitation to the future of the 
present day – a place where creativity is lived, 
where diversity pulsates.

9  – 13. 2. 2018

The Netherlands
Partner Country
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Deery Me
Reindeer bauble from 
design3000. £12. 
design3000.de

Check Mate
Chess set from Oliver Bonas. 
£40. Phone 028 9068 2806. 
oliverbonas.com

Sweet Tree
Chocolate tree from Lindor. £50. 
thegreatgiftcompany.co.uk

Spin me Round
Carousel ornament from Flying 

Tiger. £7. flyingtiger.com

Hey Buddy
Red bud vase from Annabel 

James. £13.95.  Phone 0345 548 
0210.annabeljames.co.uk

Let’s Twist
Alessandro corkscrew from 
Alessi. £35. black-by-design.co.uk

It’s a Cracker
Jingle Those Bells crackers by 

Berry Red. £18.50. berryred.co.uk

Winter Warmer
Winter wonderland mug from 

Kitchen Craft. £4.99. Phone 0121 
785 4149. kitchencraft.co.uk



Classically styled bathrooms

Find your nearest Burlington showroom online at burlingtonbathrooms.com
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Porcellana 
celebrates 5th 
birthday!

LOMI Design is delighted to announce the 
launch of the Cesar kitchen brand in Ireland. 
Cesar Kitchens is a long established Italian 
producer of luxury contemporary kitchens. With 
over 40 years of enthusiasm and dedication to 
creating only the best in design, the brand now 
sells in over 30 countries worldwide.

Cesar is synonymous with Italian elegance, 
offering excellent quality and exceptional 
attention to the finer details. Every element 

is produced to exacting standards making it 
possible to control precisely the quality of 
each component Cesar pays special attention 
to obtaining the best raw materials from 
sustainable sources.

The Cesar collection offers an extensive 
range of standard choices yet with our bespoke 
solutions each customers desires and aspirations 
can be fulfilled.
Phone Dublin 01 8397001. lomi.ie

Sixth day added to Ireland’s largest indoor event 
Gifted Contemporary Craft and Design Fair

LOMI Design launch Cesar Kitchen

Porcellana Tile Studio celebrates its fifth 
year birthday at its Belfast showroom with 
its latest collection on display for guests to 
browse while enjoying nibbles and bubbles. 
Owners, Mandy and Cathy have over 40 
years of knowledge in the industry, creating 
bespoke designs using Europe’s best 
porcelain, stone and glass.

They pride themselves on bringing a 
fresh approach to the tiling aspect of 
interior design and work closely with many 
successful architects and interior designers 
who value their knowledge and expertise. 
Their personal service sets them apart, with 
their showroom laid out in a way which 
allows them to create unique schemes for 
each project.
Phone Belfast 028 9024 0040. 
porcellanatilestudio.com

Record-breaking crowds of over 45,000 are 
expected to generate more than €1m per day 
in sales at this year’s largest-ever six-day Gifted 
Contemporary Craft and Design Fair at the RDS. 
Ireland’s largest indoor event, formerly known as 
the National Crafts and Design Fair, takes place 
in the RDS Dublin from December 5-10 and will 
feature over 600 stands. Gifted is a celebration 
of the best Irish designers and makers from 
fashion to jewellery and beyond – people who 
are truly gifted.

The growth in Ireland’s vibrant design sector 
means that Gifted has been expanded by an 
extra day to become a six-day unique Christmas 
shopping experience.

‘Giving a Gifted gift to your loved ones this 
Christmas means that they will be receiving 
a special item straight from the maker,’ said 
organiser Patrick O’Sullivan.

‘We have the top cutting-edge designers 
and makers in Irish fashion, ceramics and glass, 
jewellery, art and photography, children’s gifts 
and presents inspired by nature.

‘This annual fair is vital to the industry as 
a whole and it is estimated that it generates 
enough business to keep most of the exhibitors 
busy for at least four months of the year. ‘We’re 
also very proud of the fact that the fair has 

grown and has added annually to the local 
economy, with footfall consistently growing by 
10 per cent per annum over the past five years.’

With so much diversity under one roof, 
and prices starting from as little as €5, Gifted 
offers Ireland’s largest Christmas gift shopping 
experience. There will also be a Spectacular 
Christmas Food Emporium which will feature 
over 120 artisan food producers, taste-tempting 
visitors with the best of the season’s fare.
giftedfair.ie
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IKEA’s wedge dowel  
is nominated for a 
2017 Beazley Design 
of the Year Award

The Design Museum in London has announced 
the shortlist for the 10th anniversary of The 
Beazley Design of the Year Awards, its annual 
exhibition and awards celebrating the world’s 
best design, which opens this week.

IKEA is proud to have been nominated for 
its wedge dowel, a small plastic or wooden 
fitting with milled grooves all around, which 
looks much like a threaded screw. It clicks into 
pre-drilled holes, making screws and tools 
unnecessary and lowering the assembly time for 
a piece of furniture by 50 to 80 per cent.

At IKEA, innovation arises from teamwork. 
It involves a lot of people from different 
competency areas working together, which 
proved especially true during the process  
leading to the invention and development of  
the wedge dowel.

The innovation process behind the wedge 
dowel started with two main needs: Firstly, to 
simplify the assembly process to make it more 
fun and easy; secondly, to make machine-made 
furniture more beautiful by removing visible 
fittings.

The patented wedge dowel was developed by 
three engineers working in the IKEA prototype 
lab in Älmhult; Anders Eriksson, Benny Andersson 
and Göran Sjöstedt.

‘The first wedge dowel was born ten years 
ago, when our prototype engineers made a 
trestle with less fittings and better stability than 
the existing ones. But nothing happened until 
we found somebody who believed in the idea. 
Innovation depends on bringing together people 
who share a vision and working hard together,’ 
says Christer Collin, former project leader of 
Project Enjoyable Assembling Experience at IKEA.
ikea.co.uk  ikea.ie

Cormar makes its mark 
with soft focus heathers

Hot on the heels of the popular Soft Focus 
comes Soft Focus Heathers, a new super soft, 
easy clean floorcovering from Cormar Carpets.

With a strong palette of contemporary 
greys and neutrals, there are 12 heather shades 
to choose from including Lunar Grey and 
Nocturne. It retails around £24 m2 and comes in 
both 4m and 5m widths.

‘The current trend for ‘soft feel’ carpets 
continues to grow,’ said David Cormack, 
Marketing Director of Cormar Carpets. ‘Soft 
Focus has been extremely popular so it 
seemed the obvious next step to introduce a 
heather collection, from the same stable, to 
give our customers even greater choice. The 

overall effect is still very simple and ideal for 
contemporary interiors.’

‘Greys remain the most popular home 
furnishing hue in today’s market and they make 
a great base shade. We designed this collection 
to have a core of greys from charcoal and nutty 
greys to ‘barely-there’ silvers.’

Using the same fine, soft polypropylene 
Finesse fibre as the original Soft Focus range, 
the new addition has a luxurious, silky feel 
adding style to any area of the home. It comes 
with a 10 year stain and wear warranty and like 
all Cormar’s easy clean carpet collections, it is 
non fade, stain resistant and bleach cleanable.
cormarcarpets.co.uk

Oliver Bonas to open second 
store in Belfast
Established in 1993 by founder and CEO Oliver 
Tress, Oliver Bonas has evolved from Olly 
bringing back interesting pieces from his travels 
abroad, into an ever-expanding team of creative 
individuals. Today, Olly is still at OB and his love 
of good design and innovation is one of the 
company’s guiding principles. Our buyers and 

designers travel around the world to inspire 
their latest creations, working with skilled 
artisans who are experts in their fields to 
craft new ideas.

At OB, almost all products are designed 
in-house, from concept sketch to finished 
article. From the tiny details, like their hand-
sketched cosmetics packaging, to statement 
sculptural lighting, their passion for design 
always plays a role. Located in Belfast’s 
central shopping district, close  
to the Spirit of Belfast art sculpture, this 
store will join the existing store on the 
Lisburn Road.

Oliver Bonas Belfast Arthur Street will be 
their 66th store in the UK and will be found 
at 17-19 Arthur Street. The store will sell an 
edited collection across women’s fashion, 
accessories, homeware and jewellery. 
Phone Belfast 028 9066 1038.
oliverbonas.com



Spaces
Create a luxurious sanctuary 

within your home for a  

good night’s sleep.

Sleeping
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Style Steal
arlo bed from Living it Up. this impressive winged 
headboard makes a grand statement of colour and 
comfort. the traditional patterned upholstery of the 
large buttoned headboard is complemented by the 
contemporary clean lines that are seen throughout 
the rest of the design. £910. livingitup.co.uk

Here comes Winter!
Brighten up your bedroom with colour.

Floris No. 27 from 
Mylands Paints. 

mylands.com

Glass tile patterned side table from Alexander 
& Pearl. £330. alexanderandpearl.co.uk
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Mood board

Dramatic Red!

Solid Shade!

Newsflash!
Tap into your industrial side
Industrial furniture doesn’t just look good 
in industrial, former factory or warehouse 
homes. One or two statement pieces can add 
intrigue to country style dwellings and mirror 
history in period properties. Warehouse and 
period properties are spacious by their very 
nature, and a heavy-duty industrial style 
sideboard or storage unit serves to break up 
this space by a central point of focus.

Hegron de Carle specialises in vintage, 
reclaimed and warehouse style furniture in 
materials such as distressed wood and heavy 
duty iron with antique fixtures and mechanical 
details. Many of the pieces are ingrained 
with traces of their former lives, giving them 
character in abundance! Storage is a large part 
of the Hegron de Carle remit, with stunning 
iron bedside tables, wardrobes, cabinets and 
media units. Smaller items, such as lamps, 
bowls and vases, perfectly complement 
industrial interiors. hegrondecarle.co.uk

Rosetta multi coloured throw 
from Printer & Tailor. £250. 

printerandtailor.com

armchair in velvet and linen 
from Atkin and Thyme. 
£399. atkinandthyme.co.uk

Sukumala wallpaper. £71  
per roll. designersguild.com 
antique-style paisley wool 
throw. £225. oka.com

Inject some colour into the 

bedroom whilst keeping it a 

warm and cosy sanctuary.

Snazzy Space!

the Opal velvet 
bedspread. 
From £150. 
raggedrose.com

Botanical 
mural from 
surfaceview.co.uk



Spaces
A selection of inspirational 

ideas for the bathroom.

Bathing
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Tap it up...
A selection of 
contemporary taps.

Lucilla bath filler from The Pure 
Bathroom Collection. £155. 
purebathroomcollection.co.uk

Puravida electronic 
mixer from Hansgrohe. 
£669. hansgrohe.co.uk



Newsflash!
Triton’s striking new mixer shower
The Eden Bar Mixer with Diverter is just one 
of the latest launches from Triton within its 
new affordable style collection.

Designed with unique handles for 
precision control and improved usability, 
the automatic shut off feature also means 
the fixture is suitable for a wide range of 
users, such as families with young children 
and the elderly. The Diverter even allows 
for two outlet possibilities meaning 
homeowners can benefit from a large 
fixed head for an invigorating spa style 
experience, as well as a smaller hand-held 
shower head for ease of cleaning.

The product is also supplied with push-
fit fittings for concealed pipes and is 
compatible with all water systems, making 
it ideal for both new and refurbished 
bathrooms. Flexible mix and match 
accessory options (sold separately).
tritonshowers.ie
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STyLE STEAL
Darling New from Duravit  
in combination with L Cube.  
Price on request. duravit.co.uk

Add a rugged, daring 
element to your bathroom 

with natural stone. 

Console Yourself

Put on a Hex

Stone Me

Stone washbasins 
such as this from 
Tikamoon are a 
statement piece  
for any bathroom.
tikamoon.co.uk

Cadiz seven light 
in concrete from 

NOXU Home. £227. 
noxuhome.com

Mix stone with 
a geometric 

pattern with these 
hexagon tiles from 

Original Style.
originalstyle.com

Consolle AGA 
from Julia 
Marmi. £715.
juliamarmi.it

Vibe basin mono from 
Frontline Bathrooms. £175. 

frontlinebathrooms.co.uk

Pebble mixer tap 
from Cooke & Lewis. 
£170. diy.com



Style Steal  
a modern, clean, white 
gloss, bespoke kitchen from 
Interior360. interior360.com

Spaces
Must haves for your 

Christmas kitchen.

Cooking
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Festive Feast
Keep food piping hot this Christmas.

Smart lazy Susan 
food warmer from 
Cuckooland. £89.95. 
cuckooland.com

Robin and holly oven glove from Annabel 
James. £24.95. annabeljames.co.uk



Add Christmas cheer 

to your kitchen with 

festive accessories.

Mood board
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Newsflash!
Gourmet Cookshop
Sub-Zero and Wolf has launched Gourmet 
Cookshop, a new range of high-quality 
culinary tools crafted with the performance 
and quality you’ve come to expect from 
Sub-Zero and Wolf, to help you create 
flavoursome meals effortlessly. With 
the multi-tasking Wolf Gourmet High-
Performance Blender, you can chop 
vegetables, pureé sauces, whip cream, churn 
butter and grind grains with ease. also in the 
range are the Wolf Gourmet knives which are 
beautifully crafted in high-carbon stainless 
steel, merging the precision of Japanese-style 
blades with the durability of German forging 
to inspire culinary confidence. Whether 
you’re equipping your kitchen from scratch 
or looking for reliable replacements, you’ll 
find that Sub-Zero and Wolf Gourmet 
Cookware offers even heat distribution, fast 
heating and superior heat retention. Pots and 
pans will also stand the test of time thanks 
to their seven-ply bonded construction 
that’s teamed with riveted handles for a 
comfortable and firm hold.

Phone 0208 418 3877. subzero-wolf.co.uk

Contemporary fish trivet from 
The Nautical Company. £15. 

thenauticalcompany.com

James  
Brussel Sprout 
truffles from 
Dobbies. £8.99.  
dobbies.com

Retro magnetic kitchen 
timer from Finch & Crane. 

£12. finchandcrane.com

Chasseur cast  
iron casserole from 
Amaroni Home. 24cm, 
£99. amaroni.com

Winter Wonder
Sophie Allport 
night owl 
collection. From 
£18 for oven glove. 
sophieallport.com 

Christmas Scandi stag 
apron from Gillian Kyle. 
£18. gilliankyle.com

Copper placemats  
from Audenza. Set of  
two, £40. audenze.com



in the
Know
Our mix of interesting ideas, tips and events.

Rees Design Blog
Interior designer Ciara Rees started her blog 
back in 2014 as a way to share practical 
advice on how to style and design a home. 
From inspirational pictures and craft ideas 
to helpful DIY tips, the blog is a treasure 
trove of ideas. Ciara uses the renovation of 
her country cottage in Inch, Co. Wexford as 
a testbed for her ideas, and the lessons she 
has learned form working on a small budget 
have helped inform the type of articles she 
posts. As well as interior design, Ciara is also 
an Upholsterer and shares her tips on making 
simple pieces from cushions to throws. 
reesdesign.wordpress.com
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Winterval in Waterford. 
17 November - 23 December
Ireland’s oldest city embraces 
the Christmas spirit with a 
range of free and paid events 
for all the family. To get a 
good sense of everything on 
offer, hop on the Winterval 

Express train to tour the city and see the sights. Two of the most popular attractions are  
undoubtedly the ice rink in the Waterside car park and the Ferris Wheel in The Mall, 

alongside horse drawn sleigh rides and of course, Santa’s Kingdom. While there is  
plenty on offer for children, adults are not forgotten about with a craft fair 

showcasing the best local talents, and a food market serving  
delicious hot treats throughout the festival period.

What’s 
On...

3 of the best...
Log Baskets

MUST HAVE! 
We are using wallpaper more and more 

in our homes to enable us to express our 
individuality more than plain painted walls. 

From feature walls with bold patterns, 
to large scale patterns and murals, the 

choice of colours, patterns and textures 
is growing every day. Helleborus is one 

example of the extensive range on offer 
from Farrow & Ball starting at £97 a roll. 

farrow-ball.com

Expert Tip:
There is nothing quite like the smell of Christmas, so when decorating your home this year 
try and think about incorporating the aromas you associate with the season. While there 
is an extensive range of scented candles available to buy specifically with Christmas in 
mind, try and add more natural scents to your home. Combining fresh evergreen garlands 
and wreaths with citrus fruits like oranges and lemons creates a quintessential Christmas 
scent. A few drops of your favourite essential oil such as cinnamon on a bowl of pine cones 
creates a warm, spicy aroma. Homemade pot pourri is a simple way to add inviting smells 
to your home and can be made by simply adding a few ingredients to a pot, covering with 
water and letting it simmer throughout the day.

Steel log basket  
from Garden 
Trading. £145. 
gardentrading.co.uk

Fabric log basket 
from Blomus. £105. 

black-by-desgin.co.uk

Leather kindling bucket from 
Decorator’s Notebook. £89.95. 

decoratorsnotebook.co.uk
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designer profile

Aly Harte is a Northern Irish based artist, 

educator and writer, who, amongst her 

many guises, produces amazing works of 

art. We talk to Aly to find out more.
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Aly Harte
de sign e r p rof i l e

Art was my main focus from GCSE level 
when I realised I had the potential to 
delve deeper into it and I began to see 

myself pursuing a creative career.
‘When I completed my Masters in Fine Arts, 

I felt at a crossroads. Do I continue to run art 
workshops for various art councils and special 
needs schools, or do I start my own path 
somewhere, somehow?’

Aly continues, ‘I had to get creative and used 
my photography skills to help put my name out 
there. In the beginning I referred to my work as 
‘scribbles and pictures’. People either booked 
me for photo shoots or commissioned me to 
make art. Eventually the art side of the business 
grew quickly into commissions and print, which 
forced me to end my photography.’

Aly’s products include landscape oil paintings 
and soft pastel works. The prints are of animals, 
Irish landscapes, various drinks and travel 
locations, and they vary in size from A6 to A3.

‘I grew up in the Irish countryside, so a great 
deal of the work and colour palettes I make 
stems from that,’ explains Aly. ‘Then I add a 
splash of bright colour to all works which keeps 
the city girl in me present in my paintings! My 
recent exhibition in Hillsborough encompassed 
all of this – traditional palette with bright 
accents of pink. In the exhibition there were 
eight Irish seascapes I visited as a kid. Nostalgia 
once again being so important here for artist 
and viewer.

‘Ten of my paintings featured on the third 

series of BBC The Fall which was a highlight 
for sure! But I am mostly proud of my ability 
to somehow make the business thrive amidst 
my crazy, chaotic life with my husband, three 
energetic kids and dog!’

‘My business has grown organically around 
my parenting, so I would say that inspiration 
in the beginning lay in the freedom and joy 
that art gave me when raising small children, 
especially with the first two.’

Aly explains what makes her business unique, 
‘The community feel you gain when you join 
my tribe after buying my art or reading my life 
stories sets my business apart. I provide fitness 
content on my wellbeing blog and write for 
various magazines which help my customers 
place importance on the everyday while getting 
to know me and my brand.’ 

Aly has a painting and wine workshop 
coming up in Belfast in January, and already has 
lots of plans for the future. ‘I am in the process 
of making it easier for retailers to buy my 
products online, in the same way my individual 
customers do. This means we can extend where 
my work is stocked.

‘I want to grow the teaching side of my 
business as the response to my workshops 
has been phenomenal. Growing in every way 
is important to me both in my own art skills 
and in the exposure and attention the business 
attracts. It’s an exciting time to be in a small 
creative business!’
For more information visit alyharte.com

‘

Send your answer, name, address, email 
and phone number marked Aly Harte 
Competition to Ireland’s Homes Interiors 
& Living magazine, PO Box 42, Bangor, 
County Down, BT19 7AD or Ashgrove 
House, Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, County 
Dublin or enter online at: ihil.net

Entries must be received no later than 
5pm on Friday 8th December 2017. One 
entry per household. One separate email /
postcard for each competition. Judge’s 
decision is final. No cash alternative. Prizes 
are non-transferable.

If you would like to receive our monthly 
newsletter please include your email address 
with your entry.

How to enter
Answer the following question: 
Which TV Series did Aly Harte have ten of her 
paintings featured in?

COMPETITION
Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 
magazine along with Aly Harte are 
offering one lucky reader an A3 Murlough 
Bay limited edition print worth £85.



Why not give the gift of a years subscription 
to Ireland’s largest selling monthly interiors 
and lifestyle magazine this Christmas?

Name ________________________________________________________________________
                                                                                         Please comPlete iN block caPitals

address _____________________________________________________________________

Postcode _______________________________________  PhoNe  _____________________

  Send a SubScription to a friend:
frieNd’s Name    ______________________________________________________________

address _____________________________________________________________________

Postcode _______________________________________  PhoNe  _____________________

  include a gift card

to_______________ from ________________

Please seNd remiNder for reNewal to  my address or  frieNd’s address

exPiry date ____________

issue No. _______________

3 digit security code

SubScription rateS for an annual subscription of 12 issues: uk £40, 

roi €57.90, europe (air mail) £59.04, outside europe (air mail) £95.64, 

surface mail (any destination) £58.08.

i enclose payment for  £ __________________________________
Please make cheque/postal order payable to: ireland’s Homes interiors 
& living magazine, P.o. box 42, bangor, co. down bt19 7ad or 

ashgrove house, kill avenue, dun laoghaire, co. dublin. or charge 

the above amount to my credit card (circle card type).

__________________________________
sigNature (i am over 18 years of age) date

  YeS,  i want to order ____ subscription/s to start ___________

__________________________________
PriNt Name 

#
 If you do not w

ish to cut this page, put above details on a postcard 
and send w

ith your paym
ent in an envelope.   D

ecem
ber 2017.

The Perfect Gift

To subscribe online visit

www.ihil.net

By becoming a subscriber you will be the first to step  
inside inspirational readers’ homes throughout Ireland.
As well as bringing you the latest trends and interior products,  
a wealth of in-depth features provide you with up-to-the-minute 
information. Enjoy the living section too with articles on  
gardening, cookery and travel plus lots more ...
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Karndean 
Designflooring
Karndean Designflooring has been supplying 

creative and stylish design floors to a worldwide 

client base for more than 40 years.

Combining the dramatic effect of texture and colour tone, Karndean 
Designflooring has recreated the timeless elegance and authentic 
appearance of natural materials such as slate, marble, and timber, 

in a range of luxury vinyl flooring products.
In 1973, Karndean was founded to introduce something new and 

different to the flooring industry with the view that a floor should be 
beautiful as well as practical, and even today they still travel the world 
seeking inspiration to find a way to create more than just a floor; 
establishing a flooring concept with endless combinations of planks, tiles, 
borders and design strips, as well as intricate shapes.

Having started life as a small family business, Karndean is now one of 
the world’s most renowned and respected luxury flooring brands with 
a state-of-the-art headquarters and showroom in Evesham, UK, and 
showrooms in Canada, Australia, and the USA. They continue to stick to 
their core values and remain family owned, allowing them to stay true to 
their roots and utterly focused on their customers.

With as many as 300 unique designs for customers to choose from, 
Karndean finds the inspiration for Designflooring in the beauty of 
the natural world, from the ancient forests of Europe to the remote 
Australian outback and beyond. A team of product designers spend 
years ensuring each plank and tile is carefully crafted for authenticity, 
from the individuality of wood grains to the luminosity of marble and the 

subtle texture of limestone and slate. By combining these original 
features with cutting edge design and the most durable, easy to 
maintain materials, Karndean creates simply beautiful floors to 
love for a lifetime.

By listening to their customers, Karndean is able to regularly 
introduce new designs that suit customer lifestyles. Their first rigid 
core collection, Korlok, can be installed over most existing hard 
surface floors or uneven subfloors thanks to its innovative K-Core 
technology, and its superior 5G vertical click locking mechanism 
and pre-attached acoustic foam backing make for a quick 
installation with less disruption to everyday life.

Furthermore, as homeowners increasingly look to greys to give 
their space a more contemporary feel, Karndean have updated 
their popular Art Select collection with four new wood designs, 
including the multi-tonal grey hues of Storm Oak in matching full 
length plank, parquet, and basketweave formats. This new, cool, 
ashy grey tone will be extremely popular with individuals looking 
for a more modern feel, as well as those looking to achieve the 
same colour floor throughout with an alternative format or as a 
standalone rug effect to break up individual spaces.

With so many formats and design options available, Karndean 
Designflooring work with their UK independent retail network to 
make it as straightforward as possible for homeowners to pick a 
unique floor to match their individual décor.
Phone 01 6569884. karndean.com



com pe t i t ion

Win stunning pieces from the DFS 
Capsule Collection worth £1,000/€1,200

Capsule Collection, exclusively by DFS, is a new range of 
contemporary and customisable sofas, armchairs, and foot-stools 
designed to cater for smaller spaces, without compromising 

on style or comfort. The sofas in the Capsule Collection come in both 
compact and large sizes, all with reduced dimensions to cater for the 
smallest of spaces. Each sofa also comes with compact arm widths and 
bolt-off removable arms to ensure the range can easily be delivered 
and installed, regardless of narrow stairways or small doorframes. But 
it’s not all about the size; the Capsule Collection delivers clean lines, 
contemporary style and limited edition (seasonally refreshed) fabric prints 

from emerging designers. To ensure style-savvy customers can achieve 
a look they love, the sofas, armchairs, and footstools are available in 
a wide range of fabrics, with feet options of chrome, copper, light, or 
dark wood. Each piece is then hand-crafted to order, according to the 
customer’s specification. The frames and frame springs of your new sofa 
are all covered for 15 years

With sofas from €589, the Capsule Collection is a great way to update 
your space whenever inspiration strikes, and whatever your budget. This 
lucky winner will be able to update a whole room! 
See dfs.ie or dfs.co.uk for the full collection.

DFS has been handcrafting sofas for almost 
five decades. Visit DFS stores in Derry, Belfast, 
Blanchardstown, Carrickmines, Cork and Limerick 
See dfs.ie or dfs.co.uk

COMPETITION

How to enter
Answer the following question:
What is the new collection from DFS called?

Send your answer, name, address, 
email and phone number marked DFS 
Competition to Ireland’s Homes Interiors 
& Living magazine, PO Box 42, Bangor, 
County Down, BT19 7AD or Ashgrove 
House, Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, 
County Dublin or enter online at: ihil.net

Entries must be received no later than 
5pm, Friday 8th December 2017. One 
entry per household. One separate  
email/postcard for each competition. 
Judge’s decision is final. No cash 
alternative. Prizes are non-transferable. 
Voucher can be used towards any DFS 
Capsule Collection products.

If you would like to receive our 
monthly Newsletter please include  
your email address with your entry.

Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 
together with DFS are offering one 
reader the chance to win a voucher 
worth £1,000/€1,200 to be spent 
on the DFS Capsule Collection.



VÄSSAD table in clear lacquered ash veneer and 
powder coated steel. £100. Bench £60/W65. 
Braided side plate £1.75/W2.50. All from IKEA.

Christmas 
Feast
Get inspired to make your Christmas table sparkle with these 

ideas for special decorations and dazzling centerpieces.

The true centrepiece of any Christmas day is the dinner and a striking theme 
will give you the greatest impact. Silvers and golds will create a classic feel, 
while purples, teals and blacks will establish a more modern aesthetic. The 

rustic simplicity of Nordic design translates beautifully to the festive table with natural 
elements like evergreen sprigs, pinecones, and branches, bringing the outdoors in for 
a cozy winter feel. You can have fun with Christmas tree baubles too, either hanging 
pedant-like over the table, used as place card holders or simply scattered among the 
tableware. Indeed, for a more dramatic effect combine hanging baubles with vintage 
ornaments, elegant candelabras and rich colour palettes.
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ch r i st m a s at hom e

Laura Ashley Christmas 
dining set: beaded bauble 
£7; set of six luxury crackers 
£20; Iona diningware from 
£8; glass Christmas tree 
tealight holder £12.

Pure linen placemats and napkins from Tolly McRae in 
a range of muted shades from Dove Grey, Rosewood, 
Charcoal, Pure White or Natural Linen. Set of four pure 
linen placemats, £28. Set of four pure linen napkins, £28.

Audenza gold 
porcupine candle 
holder, £28.

Candle holder 
from Design 

3000. £112.50.

Create the perfect Christmas 
table with Neptune’s Fenton 
tableware; white dinner 
plates, set of six, £96/€126; 
platinum edged plates, set of 
six, £138/€180; white charger 
set of two, £94/€122; Ellis 
linen placemats, set of six, 
£50/€64; Barnes red wine 
glasses, set of six, £52/€67; 
Hanley candlesticks, from 
£25/€32 with Blyton pillar 
candles from £4/€6.

Wilko Radiance 
gold dinner 12 
piece set, £25.
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From House of Fraser, navy and gold 
marble crackers,set of six, £22; Hotel 
Collection Clairmont dinnerware from £10; 
Hotel Collection 16 piece copper cutlery set, 
£75; gold, frankincense and myrrh candle, 
£12; Hotel Collection copper charger plate, 
£18; star and moon decorations, £6 each; 
navy and copper bauble striped, £6; Hotel 
Collection champagne saucer, set of four, 
£24; mini shatterproof baubles, set of 28, £6.
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Marks & Spencer gold metal banded medium lantern, £15; gold metal banded small lantern, £6; Nouveau 
dinner plate, £8; Nouveau side plate, £6; Nouveau cereal bowl, £6; Nouveau charger, £15; gold beaded place 
mat, £12.50; Alphabet glass, £8; Bellagio champagne saucers, set of two, £19.50; champagne micro bead 
bauble, £5; lustre scallop bauble, £5; gold lace glass bauble, £6; Boutique glass baubles, set of 12, £12.50.
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top tip
Craig Roman, Head of Visual Merchandising at Dobbies:
‘This look is all about creating a traditional country Christmas, with 
a layer of antique gold that gives it an extra special festive touch. 
Decorate your dining table with elements from the British countryside, 
incorporating greenery from your garden and foliage that’s reminiscent 
of wild hedgerows. Team fresh ivy, that’s rich green in colour, completing 
the look with hints of nature such as partridge feathers and gold pear 
decorations, a pairing which is a lovely reminder of traditional Christmas 
carols. To personalise your Christmas dining table, tie handmade rustic 
card swing tags with twine to rosemary sprigs and place at each setting – 
a lovely fragrant touch to greet friends and family when sitting down for 
the main occasion of the day.’

Grey linen napkins from Kelly Hoppen. £15.

Rustic gold partridge ornament, £29.99; gold base tealight holder, 
£14.99; pheasant feather, £7.99; pomegranate decoration, £4.49; wine 
glasses, £39.99; dining plates from £8.95 each. All from Dobbies.

From Kelly Hoppen, Capri wine glasses, set 
of two, £25; Capri champagne glasses, set of 
two, £20; Zen pasta bowl, set of two, £16. 
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StoCkIStS

A
Audenza
0116 2986393. 
audenza.com

B
Brissi
01225 319 058. 
brissi.com

D
Design 3000
design3000.de 
Dobbies
Lisburn 028 9262 6960. 
dobbies.com

G
George Home 
0800 952 0101. 
direct.asda.co.uk

H
House of Fraser 
Belfast 0344 800 3705,
Dublin 01 2991400. 
houseoffraser.co.uk

k
Kelly Hoppen 
0203 701 9333 (s). 
kellyhoppen.com

L
Laura Ashley 
03332 008 009 (s). 
lauraashley.com

M
Marks & Spencer 
0333 014 8423 (s).
marksandspencer.com

N
Neptune
neptune.com 

S
Sainsbury’s
0800 636 262 (s). 
sainsburyshome.co.uk
 
t
Tolly McRae 
tollymcrae.co.uk

W
Wilko
08000 329 329. 
wilko.com

READER’S REFERENCE: 
(s) = Stockist details.

Christmas decorations and tableware form 
George Home. Prices on request.

Saint Germain and Marion dining bundle from Brissi. £2,155. White linen tablecloth with lace, 
£98; glassware from £36 (set of six); tableware from £24; Christmas decorations from £8.

From Sainsbury’s Home Fireside runner, £12; 
table cloth, £18; napkin pack of four, £4; side 
plate, £3.75; pasta bowl, £4.25.



Hand painted baubles from Decorator’s Notebook. Set of four, £17.95.

Create  
a Magical 
Christmas

A home isn’t complete without 

putting up a Christmas tree as 

the centrepiece in your living 

room. A Christmas tree brings 

joy and marks a special month 

to appreciate and gift your 

loved ones. Whether you’re 

going down the traditional 

route, or having a wintery 

white Christmas, bring your 

Christmas tree to life with 

sparkling decorations, glass 

baubles, Christmas lights and 

celebrate Christmas in high 

spirits this holiday.
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Marks & Spencer 6ft lit tree £85; red berry 
wreath £15; mandarin clove and cinnamon 
Inclusion candle £7.50; retro glass baubles, 

set of 12, £19.50; London Icons baubles, 
set of four, £19.50; green zig zag bauble £4; 
luxury red glass baubles, set of 20, £19.50; 

hanging lit red alphabet tree decoration £5; 
felt snowman tree decoration £5; 54 mini 
Winterberry baubles £9.50; medium santa 
bag £3; large stag bag £4; extra large tartan 

bag £5; tartan wrap £3.50; red compendium 
wrap £6; Photo berries wrap £4.50; tartan 
luxury compendium wrap £8; red bow £4; 

ribbon spool £4; silver wire lights £3.50.

Medium snowflake 
hangings from Jo 
Downs. £20 each 
available in clear glass.

All from John Lewis, Highland 
7ft pine Christmas tree, £195. 
Copper bauble garland 180cm, 
£35. Birch star panel £15.
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Tree shaped bark decoration 
from Lime Lace. £3.95.

Mistletoe Christmas tree 
with robin from Dotcom 

Gift Shop. £14.95.

FEJKA artificial 
Christmas tree 
from IKEA. 
£35/€29.
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White and metallic speckled bauble, £5; white and gold diamond bauble, £6; iridescent bauble, 
£5; monochrome horizontal stripe bauble, £6; glass Eiffel tower bauble, £7; clear bauble with 
black and gold sequins, £5; glass ‘Merry Christmas’ bauble with sequins, £6; glass pineapple 
decoration, £7; golden bee decoration, £7; glass champagne bottle bauble, £7; glass designer 
lipstick bauble, £7. All from the Midnight Black range available at Wyevale Garden Centres.

Laura Ashley Christmas 
living room décor.

The personalised bauble collection from 
The Handmade Christmas Company. £10.
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Gold egg trinket bauble from 
Dobbies. £4.99. dobbies.com

Wax filled bauble from Historic Royal Palaces. 
£9.99. historicroyalpalaces.com

Rustic penguin decoration 
from B&Q. £4.50. diy.com

Red glitter bauble from Dobbies. 
£3.99. dobbies.com

Peacock glass bauble from The  
Contemporary Home. £9. tch.net

Metal Christmas tree tealight holder from Roman 
at Home. £12.50. romanathome.com 

Silver bell star from Marks and Spencer. 
£5. marksandspencer.com

Natural forest wooden tree decoration from 
Homebase. Pack of three, £5. homebase.co.uk

Turquoise bauble with gold geaves from Wyevale 
Garden Centres. £3. wyevalegardencentres.co.uk
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Rustic large bird tree decoration 
from Dotcom Gift Shop. £6.95.

STRÅLA pendant lamp 
shade from IKEA £7/€5.

All from John Lewis, bronze 
feather droplet, £5; tartan bauble, 
£6; wreath, £5; acorn trio, £5; 
pheasant clip, £6; mushroom, £4.

Artifical 
Christmas tree 
from George 
Home. All 
decorations 
from £5 to £85. 

6ft 183cm Eiger tree from B&Q. £29.
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SToCKISTS

B
B&Q
0333 014 3098 (s). 
diy.com

D
Decorator’s Notebook 
0845 474 1747. 
decoratorsnotebook.co.uk 
Dotcom Gift Shop
0208 746 2473. 
dotcomgiftshop.com

G
George Home 
0800 952 0101 (s). 
direct.asda.co.uk

H
The Handmade Christmas Co. 
020 3750 3012. 
handmadechristmasco.com

I
IKEA
Dublin 01 5413300. 
Belfast 0845 3551113. 
ikea.com ikea.ie

J
Jo Dowms 
jodowns.com 
John Lewis 
03456 049 049. 
johnlewis.com

L
Laura Ashley 
03332 008 009 (s). 
lauraashley.com 
Limelace
01423 900 522. 
limelace.co.uk

M
Marks & Spencer 
0333 014 8423 (s). 
marksandspencer.com

W
Wyevale Garden Centres 
0344 272 3000. 
wyevalegardencentres.co.uk

READER’S REFERENCE: 
(s) = Stockist details.

All from the Gilded Glow range available at Wyevale Garden Centres. Four pack cream butterflies, £3; gold 
glitter multi star, £2; gold glitter ornate star, £5; glitter tipped rose, £2.50; cream flickering candles from £12; 
large vanilla and cranberry Colony candle, £21.99; wrapping paper from £4; large glitter 3D star, £6; glass onion 
decoration, £4; crown decoration, £5; blue glass egg, £4; jewelled drop decoration, £4; chevron design glass 
bauble, £4; four pack turquoise butterflies, £3; antique finish deer decoration, £3; turquoise bauble with gold 
leaves, £3; gold peacock, £6; multi detail glitter bauble, £4; feather covered bauble, £3. 
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Step Into
Christmas

CH R I ST M A S AT HOM E

The entrance hallway can really come into its own at 
Christmas time. It’s all about creating a welcoming 
environment and as people arrive they will really 

feel the Christmas spirit. It’s an opportunity to give 
visiting friends and family a taste of what’s to come, from 
approaching your front door to entering your hallway. 

Before you welcome guests through your front door 
this Christmas firstly declutter your hallway. Often guests 
arrive with gifts and bottles so its a good idea to clear your 
console table and when people come in, leave some hooks 
available to hang coats.

When it comes to the Christmas decorations, create a 
fabulous festive welcome with a candle wreath on a hall 
table. Choose one with a Christmassy scent to really set 
the mood. Plus, reindeers are always popular so consider 
dressing up the arrangement with a silver stag. Even 
outside the house you can have a pretty welcoming sign, or 
lanterns leading up to the house. If you have a large space, 
the entrance hall is a great place to position your tree, 
creating an instantly festive feeling for guests on arrival.

1

2

3

4
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5

6

1 Homebase wreaths from £6. homebase.co.uk 2 Hanging decorations from IKEA.  
Pack of two, £4.95. ikea.com ikea.ie 3 From Dunelm, frosted berry garland, £20; 
sparkle twig star, £5; feather heart wreath, £14; Amelie console table, £199; steel 
grey lantern, £12; standing wooden deer, £25. dunelm.com 4 Anti-slip door mat from 
IKEA. ikea.com ikea.ie 5 From Cloudberry Living, gold splash Christmas stocking, 
£23; hexagon brass vase, £39; grey string candle holder, £90. cloudberryliving.co.uk 6 
From Dash & Albert, star cushion, £68; star rug, from £81; Lexington rug, from £90. 
dashandalberteurope.com 7 From Dobbies, Windsor luxury fir tree, from £229; LED 
bright white string lights from £9.99; star tree topper, from £6.99. dobbies.com

7

top tip
Illuminate the front of your home during the darker Winter 
months and create a welcoming entrance with outdoor lighting.



Neptune’s Manhattan drinks trolley £690/€890; Mayfair 
cocktail shaker £24/€31; glasses sets from £24/€31; Madeleine 

chair upholstered in Isla Finch £400/€520. neptune.com

Christmas 
Spirit
From Hollywood glamour to understated 

elegance, your drinks trolley will be the 

talk of the dinner party circuit.
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Revival of the drinks trolley
Free your sherry from the sideboard: the drinks 

trolley is back! This mid-century piece is part of 

a bigger mid-century interiors trend. The drinks 

trolley dates back to the late 1930s and early 

40s, and its popularity stretches through until the 

70s. Don Draper, from the Mad Men television 

series, is partly responsible for its revival. Mad 

Men featured gorgeous drinks trolleys and made 

the whole look glamorous. Plus, with space in 

short supply for many of us, the drinks trolley is a 

surprisingly hard-working piece. It offers an extra 

surface, is a stylish storage unit and it can serve as 

indoor and outdoor furniture. Retro-style drinks 

trollies are particularly popular – think gold and 

glitzy with glass or marble shelving. But look for 

contemporary details, such as oversized wheels 

and sleek lines, to stop things feeling too Abigail’s 

Party. Two shelves works best, allowing you to 

store booze at the bottom and serve-ware on top.

Tulip bar trolly from 
Atkin and Thyme. £299. 
atkinandthyme.co.uk

Monaco trolley from 
Sweetpea & Willow. £628. 

sweetpeaandwillow.com

Gold champagne 
saucer from Audenza. 

Set of four, £55. 
audenza.com

Three wheel 
brass’n’glass trolley. 
€599. home-lust.com

Marks & Spencer has captured the 
essence of Deco in their Manhattan range. 

This decorative cocktail cabinet, shakes 
and other elements, are reminiscent 

of The Great Gatsby. 
marksandspencer.com
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Metallic flutes 
and bucket from 
Next. Set of six, 
£28. next.co.uk

Pimlico drinks trolley from 
Dunelm. £149. Gold ombré hi-ball 
glasses, set of four, £15; Pimlico 
side table £99; Joy and Noel 
luxury crackers, pack of 10, £10; 
winter spice candle with gold lid 
£5; starburst rug £249; honesty 
glittered spray £1.75; brown ombré 
bottle vase £20. dunelm.com

Danish wooden serving 
trolley from Wharfside. 

£1,500. warfside.co.uk

From Amara, glitter leaf gold wreath £50; 
Pols Potten multi coloured wine glasses, set 

of six, £92; Heritage ice bucket £598; London 
tall whisky decanter £175. amara.com

From House of Fraser, Biba geo cocktail tray £40; Biba 
royale decanter £40; Biba gold rim optic champagne 
saucers £14 each; Biba mini pineapple container £20; 

Biba cut glass cocktail shaker £20; Biba marble  
bar gift set £50. houseoffraser.co.uk

Harvey gold cocktail table 
from Brissi. £245. brissi.com



Give a Little
At Christmas time we love to shower 

our loved ones with gifts. Hopefully  

our gift guide will help inspire you  

for all members of the family,  

including our furry companions.

The personalised bauble collection from The Handmade Christmas Co. £15. handmadechristmasco.com
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Chess board from 
HomeSense. £299. 
homesense.com

For the Men

Mens at Dunes Newcastle 
scarf. £30/€40. Phone Belfast 
028 9024 3842 or Dublin 01 
6724634. dunelondon.com

FatFace beard grooming 
kit. £19.50. Phone Belfast 
028 9031 1597. fatface.com

Men’s knit 
gloves with  
leather palm by 
UGG. £65. ugg.com

Dubarry of Ireland 
Carrickfergus coat. £349. 

dubarryboots.com

Bleu de Chanel, Eau 
de Parfum. £63 per 
50ml. chanel.com

Fitbit Blaze 
smart fitness 
watch. €195. 
fitbit.com

QuietComfort 35 Bose 
wireless headphones 

II in silver. Price on 
request. bose.co.uk

Find something he will love.
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Willow watch from 
Dune London. 
£50/€65. Phone 
Belfast 028 9024 
3842 or Dublin 
01 6724634. 
dunelondon.com

Ruby + Ed women’s dawn 
bow ballerina slipper from 

Amara. £42. rubyanded.co.uk

For the Women

Links of London Serpentine 
necklace. £130. Phone Belfast 028 

9024 8745. linksoflondon.com
Suspended  

original large scale 
acrylic painting 

by irish artist Zoe 
Baysting. Customs 

available, as well 
as a selection of 

limited edition 
prints. Originals 

from £480; 
Prints from £38. 

zoebaysting.com

Marc Jacobs Eau 
so Decadent. 
£79 per 100ml. 
marcjacobs.com

Dorothy Perkins 
silky cream 
pyjama set. £29. 
dorethyperkins.com

Stonedust brush holder from 
Oliver Bonas. £24. Phone Belfast 
029 9066 1038. oliverbonas.com

Michael Kors 
Mercer leather 

crossbody. £250. 
michaelkors.co.uk

From decadent scents to artistic sights.
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Childrens wooden pirate 
galleon from Cuckooland. 
£449. cuckooland.com

Edvin rocking fox 
from Cuckooland. 

£118. cuckooland.com

Children’s grey 
teepee play tent. £119. 
myweeteepee.co.uk

Bloomingville woodland coat rack 
from Amara. £35. amara.co.uk

Paw patrol Rubble backpack from 
Tesco. £12.99. tesco.com

Yellow mac 
from Outfit. £22. 
outfitfashion.com

Flying Tiger 
walkie talkies. 

£30. Phone 
Belfast 028 
9032 8446. 

uk.flyingtiger.
com flyingtiger.ie

Collection of Roald Dahl 
books from The Works. 
£20. theworks.co.uk

For the Kids
Keep the little ones happy.
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Christmas classic 
snowman pet bandana 

from Pet Pooch 
Boutique. £4.99.

Barbour dog 
cologne. £12.95.

Personalised ‘Woof’ 
bauble from Getting 

Personal. £9.99. 
gettingPersonal.co.uk

Red drying coat from 
Ruff and Tumble. £34.

Charley Chau snuggle 
bed in dotty dove grey. 
£70. charleychau.com

Cat bed made from felt by AgnesFelt 
at DaWanda. €130. dawonda.com Giraffe dog 

toy from 
Kikkerland. £10. 
kikkerlandeu.com DOOG Neoprene 

collar. £10. doog.com

For the Pets
We couldn’t forget our four legged friends.
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Sca n di ch r i St m a S

Christiane Bellstedt Myers has developed a beautiful collection of Christmas 
essentials using natural materials and traditional colour themes of red and white, 
and green and silver. The four chapters in this book cover a wide range of crafts, 

including collage, embroidery, sewing, and baking, and take inspiration from Scandinavian 
traditions to bring the magic of hygge to your holiday celebrations. So why not get the 
family involved and create special holiday memories by making decorations together? You 
can then relive those happy memories each year as you decorate your home.

Scandi 
Christmas
by Christiane Bellstedt Myers.

Little Forest Advent Candle Tin
Decorating for Christmas is always a joyous task 
but sometimes you want something different for 
the table or mantelpiece. You only need to look 
in your cooking pans drawer, find some snippets 
of fabric, and go for a walk in the forest to create 
this project. The tins that I have used are ones 
that I have picked up at the many wonderful 
vintage fairs that spring up throughout the year. 
Often, I will buy something because I simply 
cannot resist it and then when I get it home it 
suddenly dawns on me what I can use it for — 
such a great feeling! See what you can find to 
make your own unique decoration.

MATeriALs
Long shallow tin
4 tea light holders
Oasis block
Moss
Pine cones
Scraps of fabric
Whole cloves
Matchsticks
Tea lights
Glitter
Fake snow
Tools
Craft knife
Scissors
Needle and sewing thread

MeThod
1 Space the tea light holders (I used vintage tins 
here) out in your long shallow tin and then use 
a craft knife to cut three pieces of oasis to fit 
snugly in between each one.

2 Start adding moss to the tin, arranging it around 
the tea light holders so it covers the oasis.

3 Add several pine cones of different sizes, 
pushing them into the oasis to hold in place. 
Some of my pine cones were sprayed white to 
give a different effect.

4 To make a tree, cut two small triangles from 
the fabric scraps. Place together and blanket 
stitch down the two long sides of the triangle. 
Insert a few whole cloves to give the tree some 
thickness and a lovely scent, and then insert the 
end of the matchstick into the triangle. Stitch the 
triangle shut. Repeat to make as many trees as 
you wish.

5 Dot the triangle trees here and there in the oasis. 

6 Place tea lights in the holders and then sprinkle 
glitter and fake snow over the top to finish your 
little forest.

1

3

5

2

4

6
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COMPETITION

How to enter
Answer the following question:
How many chapters are there in  
Scandi Christmas?

Send your answer, name, address, email and 
phone number marked Scandi Christmas  
Competion to Ireland’s Homes Interiors 
& Living magazine, PO Box 42, Bangor, 
County Down, BT19 7AD or Ashgrove 
House, Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, County 
Dublin or enter online at: ihil.net

Entries must be received no later than 5pm, 
Friday 8th December 2017. One entry per 
household. One separate email /postcard 
for each competition. Judge’s decision is 
final. No cash alternative. Prizes are non-
transferable. If you would like to receive 
our monthly Newsletter please include 
your email address with your entry.

Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 
Magazine together with Cico Books 
is offering four readers the chance 
to win a copy of Scandi Christmas 
by Christiane Bellstedt Myers. Worth 
£12.99. Total prize value £51.96.

Tomte or Little Nisse
It is very common to see these little characters 
dotted around homes in Scandinavia. They 
never fail to make you smile. You can just 
imagine them hiding in the woods. It is quite 
amazing how these little ones put everyone 
in a good mood. They are small enough to 
be concealed in obscure places and when 
discovered, a little chuckle can be heard from 
the person who found them.

MATeriALs
Wooden bobbins
Red acrylic paint
Felt in assorted colours (red, grey, black) 
Stranded embroidery floss (thread) 
Small silver bells
White wool roving
Small buttons

TooLs
Template (like so) 
Paintbrush 
Scissors 
Needle
Hot glue gun

MeThod
1 Paint the wooden bobbins using red acrylic paint 
and leave to dry completely.

2 Enlarge the template shown on the left and use as 
a guide to make the hats.

3 Fold the hat in half and stitch along the long edge 
(leave the bottom open) using blanket stitch. When 
you get to the top of the hat, add a small silver bell. 
You can also blanket stitch around the rim, if you like.

4 Using the hot glue gun, attach the wool roving to 
the bobbin along with the button (this will be the 
nose of the Tomte). Place some glue along the inner 
edge of the felt hat and press the hat firmly onto 
the bobbin. Make sure that the little nose is just 
peeping out from under his hat.

1

3

2

4
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Winter Woodland
Veronica and Bryn’s stunning home in Helen’s Bay is steeped in history, filled with 

loving memories and beautiful interior features. At Christmas, their home is filled 

with lots of fresh festive decorations that complement the charm of this old building.

This house was our family home growing 
up, and we had originally built a gate-lodge 
style property on the grounds to live in, but 

it was decided that it would actually be more suited 
to my Mum, and so we took on Bennett House as 

our own for our family!’ Explains Veronica, ‘It was 
in much need of extensive renovations, and it was 
just too much for Mum, not to mention its size, 
and it just made sense for us to take it on – and we 
were more than happy to!

‘
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‘Mum is right across the lane, which is great 
– especially around this time of year, and 
the kids just love being able to run across 
to their ‘Nonna’s house’ whenever they 
please. It means on Christmas morning she 
can come across early and be there for the 
present opening.’

When Veronica and Bryn moved in, they 
had the kitchen and adjoining living room 
turned into one big open space, which 

allowed light to flow. They also worked with 
interior designers to bring some lightness 
into the home and took advice on the overall 
layout and design to strike the right balance 
of modern-living and period charm. At 
Christmas they get some help from Gary 
Dobbins at the Flower Room in Holywood 
who dresses their home with beautiful, fresh 
winter foliage.

Veronica continues, ‘My Mum just loves 
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Christmas, and she is very precise about  
the way things are done, so I try to do things 
the way she would, which means a lot of our 
Christmas tree ornaments are pinched from 
her! We also clip a lot of ivy from Mum’s 
garden to use throughout the house.

‘The first thing we do in preparation for 
Christmas is our annual tradition of going to 
the garden centre to find the perfect tree – it 
has to be lovely and green, and tall enough 

to fill the space. We then get some help from 
the kids in decorating it, using traditional 
style decorations – some new and some that 
have been around since I was a child, and 
we always have a star on top.’

Veronica and Bryn’s home is full of 
beautiful Christmas aromas; sweet winter 
spices blended with citrus, which adds to the 
overall aesthetic. ‘Our family home growing 
up always smelt like Christmas.  
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There were always oranges and cloves dotted 
around the place, and I really wanted that in 
my own family home so we still do that, as 
well as having the added Christmas scented 
candles. The smells really make it feel like 
Christmas!’ Veronica says.

The first room you walk in to when coming 
through the front door and the porch is the 
main living area, with a stunning stained glass 
window and stair case that demands attention. 
The staircase has been adorned with a hand-
made foliage garland in time for Christmas. 
‘We are told that the staircase was likely made 
in the Titanic-era due to its curves, and the 

stain glass window has colours in it that are 
no longer made, meaning it can’t be replicated. 
I just love the hearts in the staircase and the 
window, and I try to reflect this throughout the 
home with little heart details here and there.’

The dining room, which is just off the main 
living area and also connects to the kitchen, 
was once a playroom, but it is the perfect space 
for the large ten-seater table and they have 
even saved original church pews for seating 
in this room, which perfectly fits in with the 
style of this home. The centre piece has been 
made in a woodland Christmas style with fresh 
foliage, real deer antlers and fresh fruit.  
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The centre piece has been made in a 

woodland Christmas style with fresh 

foliage, real deer antlers and fresh fruit. 
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‘We entertain a lot at Christmas time and have the whole family 
over. The dining area is just a great space for entertaining, and 
is in close proximity to the kitchen too so it is ideal. For casual 
dining we use the open-plan living/kitchen/dining area. On 
Christmas day we tend to take it turn about amongst the family. 
When it is our turn the adults eat in the formal dining room, 

while the kids stay in the open plan space – there are a lot of 
kids! After dinner the kids love to take themselves off up to the 
movie room to watch a Christmas classic.’

Veronica and Bryn’s home really lends itself to Christmas; 
it somehow manages to be modern yet classic and it emits a 
fabulously warm feeling with lots of character and charm.



Create the look
From the helen’s Bay home

Veronica and Bryn’s stunning home is steeped 
in history and at Christmas, their home is  
filled with lots of fresh festive decorations that 
complement the charm of this old building.
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Code 12 pendant light from Dar 
Lighting. £270. darlighting.co.uk

Rustic mirror from 
The Farthing. £185. 
Phone 0844 567 2400. 
thefarthing.co.u

Draco red 
dragon vase from 

Artisanti. £134. 
Phone 0345 259 1410. 

artisanti.com

Boletelli two seater leather sofa from Michael 
Murphy Home Furnishings. €1,599. michaelmurphy.ie

Oslo cushion from Littlewoods 
Ireland. €22. Phone 01 811 2222. 
littlewoodsireland.ie

Heart berry light 
up wreath from 

The Contemporary 
Home. £40. Phone 
0845 1308 229. tch.net



PhotograPhy by PhiliP lauterbach. editorial and styling by Penny crawford-collins.



Contemporary 
Christmas

Erin and Anthony have successfully designed 

a home that functions perfectly for them and 

their family and is ideal for entertaining, 

particularly at Christmas.
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Built in 2010 this starkly modern house is home to Erin and Anthony and 
their two children. Situated in Tinahely, County Wicklow, it is built on a 
plot of land that was given to Anthony by his parents. ‘We sold our cottage, 

which helped us fund the project and luckily found a house to rent that was just 
around the corner from the site, which was brilliant as Anthony was taking on the 
task of project managing the build so had to be on site as much as possible.’

When it came to planning the design of the house the couple were very sure 
about what they wanted. ‘We knew we wanted something with plenty of light, 
with big windows to maximise the views. We wanted to have a strong indoor-
outdoor link and to have easy access to the back garden,’ explains Erin. Looking 
at websites, magazines and other homes for inspiration, the couple went armed 
with ideas to architect Dermot Geoghegan, who had been recommended to them. 
‘Dermot had designed a house for one of our friends in the village so we knew his 
style of work and knew he would be able to come up with an innovative design to 
fulfill our brief,’ explains Erin.











Dermot’s design ticked all the right boxes, a split level, starkly 
modern house orientated to make the most of the views, with 
a large amount of glass to flood the whole house with natural 
light. ‘We both loved the design and luckily there were no hold 
ups when it came to planning. We did have a few conditions 
attached to the planning, but nothing that would cause any 
problems,’ says Erin.

Having had experience in the building trade, Anthony knew 
alot about renovating and building small extensions. Although 
he had never been involved in a project of this scale, he was 
confident that he could project manage to ensure the project 
was completed on time and within budget. With Anthony’s 
knowledge and contacts it made sense for the couple to use 
direct labour, employing local builders and tradesmen.
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The ground floor is more or less divided into two, with the kitchen and living area at one end 
and the bedrooms and utility at the other end, with the playroom in the middle. Upstairs is 
the master bedroom with ensuite. Erin was keen to give the house a very modern cohesive feel. 
The neutral palette visually links the spaces and ensures there is a seamless flow from space 
to space. ‘I did want the overall palette to be neutral so I just introduced some bold blasts of 
colour with the occasional feature wall so the place doesn’t feel too stark. I also choose light 
wooden flooring, supplied by Matt Briton Flooring, for warmth and texture and to make sure 
the house didn’t feel clinical. The kitchen, supplied by Fitzgerald Kitchens, was chosen for its 
light reflective surfaces and the handleless cabinets keep the look sleek and uncluttered. Erin 
introduced a colourful vibe in the dining space with her choice of different coloured chairs.



‘There is plenty of space for large 

family gatherings, it’s really functional 

and looks elegant, especially when it’s 

all lit up for Christmas.’



Running their own family furniture business ‘Murphy’s 
Liquidation Furniture’, meant that Erin could keep a look 
out for furniture for the house when new stock arrived. ‘We 
did keep some pieces of furniture from our old home and 
added pieces from the shop and also a few pieces from Ikea, 
so we managed to furnish the house without blowing the 
budget. I introduced accents of colour with my furnishings 
and accessories and particularly the artwork, which is all 
contemporary in style and very colourful,’ says Erin.

Once the house was complete the couple could turn their 
attention to the garden. ‘We only recently finished the 
garden. The site is on a slope so it was quite hard to know 
what to do with it. We got advice from a garden designer, 
we implemented his plan to suit our budget and got advice 
on the planting from Claire Hawker of Willow Garden 
Design,’ explains Erin.

The end result is a beautifully modern and practical 
family home. ‘It’s a terrific house for entertaining – I have 
hosted a dinner party every Christmas since we moved 
into the house, there is plenty of space for large family 
gatherings. It’s really functional and looks elegant, especially 
when it’s all lit up for Christmas.’

80



Create the look
From the WiCkloW home

Erin and Anthony have successfully designed a home 
that functions perfectly for them and their family and 
is ideal for entertaining, particularly at Christmas.
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Stylo dining chair from 
Danetti. £55. Phone 020 

3588 1380. danetti.com

Queen Victoria silver lace heart 
decoration from Historic Royal 
Palaces. £3.99. Phone 020 3166 
6848.historicroyalpalaces.com

Gift box from Poundland. 
poundland.co.uk

Stasher storage footstool in burnt 
orange plush velvet from Loaf. £525. 
Phone 0845 468 0698. loaf.com

Tripod floor lamp 
from Made.com. 
£99. Phone 03442 
571 888. made.com

Whistler Tree from B&Q. 
6ft, £86. Phone 0333 014 
3357. diy.com
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Creative 
Christmas
Ruth and Colin’s self-build in Ballymena is truly 

unique, with picturesque views of the surrounding 

countryside. At Christmas, staying true to form, 

they get creative and enjoy a festive home filled 

with handmade delights.
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When Ruth and Colin were on the look 
out for a plot to build their family 
home, they came across this one with 

plans already in place, but although Colin fell 
instantly in love with it, it took some convincing 
for Ruth. ‘The plans were just not what I imagined 
for our family home, but since Colin convinced me 
I have never looked back.  

It is perfect for us, and at Christmas time we love 
putting our own festive touch in fitting with the 
contemporary feel of the home,’ Ruth explains.

‘With the build and styling of our home, we 
really took our time. We changed and adapted 
things to suit our needs and taste along the way, 
and we apply the same rules at Christmas time too. 
Nothing is set in stone and things are always being 

‘At Christmas time 

we don’t have any 

real method. We 

start by bringing 

down everything 

from storage and 

tackle it all from 

there, putting 

everything in  

its place.’
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added and changed.’
Ruth continues: ‘At Christmas time we don’t 

have any real method. We start by bringing down 
everything from storage and tackle it all from 
there, putting everything in its place.’

When entering Ruth and Colin’s home you are 
instantly wowed by this grand design. It has a 
contemporary, open plan layout with points of 

interest at every turn. ‘Colin is incredibly good at 
whipping things up and creating, and I like to put 
my hand to a bit of DIY and crafting myself, so a 
lot of our items have been made by Colin or I,’ she 
says. ‘We couldn’t find the right light fixture for 
the tall ceiling over the living area, we had a few 
ideas but in the end Colin made a fitting out of old 
American car number plates that we’d collected. 
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It’s something a bit different and we think it is 
ideal for the space.

‘Quite a few of our Christmas decorations 
are homemade too. The pair of wooden 
Christmas trees on the wall in the dining room 
were actually made out of old fencing that we 
had taken down and it was lying there doing 
nothing, and there is another mini version in 
the bathroom that doubles as a candle holder. 
People often ask where we got them! We also 
made the rustic tree in the other living room, 
also Colin’s office, out of an upside down 
Hawthorn tree and we add some decorations 
to that, but it is something a bit different.’

In the living area of the open plan space we 
are greeted by a beautiful, huge Christmas tree 
that fits the space perfectly. ‘The tree is 12 
foot and definitely requires the most work out 
of all of our Christmas decorations, in fact it 
takes 3-4 hours alone by the time all the sprigs 
have been fluffed out!’ says Ruth.  
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‘But because the ceilings are so high we wanted a 
tree that really fitted the room. Putting the lights 
on it is a real task, going around from top to 
bottom – we did try draping them up and down 
one year to save time but it didn’t look right.

‘Each of our decorations on the tree has a 
meaning to us and have been collected over 
the years. I think it is important to have some 

meaningful things around at Christmas time.’
Christmas time is all about family for Colin 

and Ruth. ‘We spend Christmas day at home, 
just myself, Colin and our son Garron, but 
family visit throughout the day in dribs and 
drabs,’ she explains. ‘I just love Christmas at 
home, spending time together and knowing  
there is nowhere else we need to be.’
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‘Each of our decorations on the tree has a 

meaning to us and have been collected over 

the years. I think it is important to have some 

meaningful things around at Christmas time.’
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Throughout their home, there are little nods 
to Christmas, with a garland draped over 
the mantel piece, Santas, snowmen and 
stars dotted around, with a total of three 
Christmas trees, including one upstairs in 

the mezzanine, which is a space for Garron 
and his cousins or friends to enjoy.

Colin and Ruth have managed to create 
a unique home that has the right amount of 
festive cheer for their contemporary style.



Create the look
From the ballymena home

Ruth and Colin’s self-build is truly unique,  
with picturesque views of the countryside.  
At Christmas they get creative and enjoy a  
festive home filled with handmade delights.
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EkEro armchair from IKEA. 
£130/€165. Phone Belfast, 020 3645 

0000 or Dublin, 01 5413300. 
ikea.co.uk  ikea.ie

Fondi bar stool from Danetti. 
£119. Phone 020 3588 1380. 
danetti.com

Antique tree candle 
holder from Amara. 

£130. Phone 0800 587 
7645. amara.com

Highland Myths copper
bauble garland from 

John Lewis. 180cm, 
£35. Phone 03456 049 

049. johnlewis.com

Heart of Bliss rug from 
Argos. £129. Phone 0345 
640 2020. argos.co.uk



photography by michael robinson.



Christmas 
Treasure Trove

Liz and Wilfie’s love of the festive season is clearly illustrated 

in their magical display of Christmas decorations in their 

beautiful Georgian home in Monaghan.
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Rosefield Farm Guest House is a grand Georgian residence with a sweeping driveway, set on a 
fifty acre, working farm in County Monaghan and is surrounded by mature gardens with an 
attractive patio area. The house is situated approximately two miles outside Monaghan Town 

and two miles from Castle Leslie Estate which is located in the picturesque village of Glaslough.
At the end of November, with Christmas day clearly in sight, Liz begins getting her home ready 

for the festivities. When it comes to this time of year, Liz pulls out all the stops. Decorating the 
home for Christmas takes around five days in entirety. ‘I love making our home Christmassy and 
welcoming for our guests’, says Liz. ‘Every year I find myself buying some new and interesting 
decorations that catch my eye and every Christmas I always find a place for each of them’.
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On entering the gates of Liz and Wilfie’s property you will notice on the left, a small gathering 
of santa’s and snowmen huddled around the edge of a small pond, which lights up at night time, 
then as you approach the house, you are greeted by a beautiful wreath hanging on the front door 
which is flanked by little potted Christmas trees. These initial decorative touches are just a taste 
of what’s to come! It is upon entering Liz and Wilfie’s home that you step into the most show 
stopping Christmas wonderland. Every aspect is adorned with Christmas delights and you are 
immediately wrapped in a warm and welcoming glow of a twinkling Christmas spirit. A lit fire 
complements the sparkling garlands and santa displays – a Christmas feast for the eyes!

On each side of the hallway is a living room, both with stunning Georgian fireplaces and upon 
each mantlepiece sits an eye catching and decorative, illuminated garland. Golds and whites 
complement one of these rooms with fairy lights and singing angels whilst in the other, red berries 
and green foliage are the Christmas theme. Under the tree Liz has placed many colourful presents 
with ribbons and bows, and wrapped to complement the overall theme.
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The grand dining room is sympathetically furnished in dark pieces in 
keeping with the Georgian style of the house and Liz has created a 
dazzling festive dinner table which takes centre stage and sits perfectly 
ready for Christmas guests arriving, with coordinated traditional 
tableware and crystal glasses, and candles to add a soft, flickering glow.

The kitchen, like the rest of the house, has a country theme, 
noticeable in the Pheasant print tiles behind the Aga. ‘My guests are 
always welcome in the kitchen so it is important to create a home 
from home atmosphere, not only in this room but throughout all of 
our home,’ says Liz. When it comes to the Christmas decorations, as 
much importance is given to the kitchen as every other room in the 
house. Taking pride of place is another large gold and foliage, twinkling 
garland on the shelf above the Aga.

Every year I find myself buying some new and 

interesting decorations that catch my eye and every 

Christmas I always find a place for each of them’
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Another festive and relaxing area for the guests is upstairs where the Christmas theme 
continues on to the spacious landing. In front of a window sits another large Christmas tree, 
this time dressed with multi coloured baubles and strings of red beads, and the rich elements 
of Christmas are displayed on the sofa with festive cushions, on the table top with santas, 
snowmen and a floral display, and a brightly lit garland which intertwines the banister.

There is clearly a huge amount of creativity – and a lot of hard work – in decorating this 
most Christmassy of Christmas homes. Liz and Wilfie have created a wonderful Christmas 
atmosphere with an overwhelming feeling of homeliness and warmth. ‘I love decorating our 
home at Christmas for our guests and family to enjoy. There is no doubt  
it’s a lot of hard work,’ says Liz, ‘but putting them all away is the bigger job!’

‘My guests are always welcome in the kitchen so it is important to create a home

from home atmosphere, not only in this room but throughout our home.’
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competition

Rosefield Farm Guest House is a beautiful 
Georgian residence, set on a fifty acre, 
working farm in County Monaghan. The 

guest house is surrounded by mature gardens  
with an attractive patio area for guests to enjoy  
on fair weather days. The house is two miles  
from Monaghan Town and two miles from  
Castle Leslie Estate which is located in the 
picturesque village of Glaslough.

On arrival, guests are warmly welcomed 
by Elizabeth, the proprietor, and are offered 
complementary afternoon tea, which includes 
homemade sandwiches, pastries and scones,  
to be enjoyed in the comfort and friendly 
atmosphere of the tastefully furnished living room.

During their stay, as well as having access to  
the dining room and comfortable sitting room, 
guests are always welcome in the large kitchen 
too, where Liz has created a relaxing home from 
home atmosphere. The kitchen, like the rest of  
the house, has a country theme, noticeable in  
the pheasant print tiles behind the Aga.

 At Rosefield Farm Guest House there are 
four spacious and comfortable bedrooms, three 
of which have ensuite facilities. All rooms are 
provided with crisp fresh sheets and towels and 
are equipped with television, radio, hairdryer, 
trouser press and cot if required.

With Castle Leslie Estate only two miles away, 

Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 
magazine along with Rosefield Farm 
Guest House is offering one lucky reader 
the chance to win a two night bed and 
breakfast stay at the Rosefield Farm 
Guest House. Worth €200. 

How to enter
Answer the following question: 
How far is Castle Leslie from the guest house?

Send your answer, name, address, email 
and phone number marked Rosefield 
Farm Guest House Competition 
to Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living 
magazine, PO Box 42, Bangor, County 
Down, BT19 7AD or Ashgrove House,  
Kill Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, County  
Dublin or enter online at: ihil.net

Entries must be received no later than 
5pm on Friday 8th December 2017. One 
entry per household. One separate email /
postcard for each competition. Judge’s 
decision is final. No cash alternative. 
Prizes are non-transferable. Dates are 
subject to availability.

If you would like to receive our monthly 
newsletter please include your email  
address with your entry.

COMPETITION

com pe t i t ion

Rosefield Farm Guest House is a very popular 
place for wedding guests to stay and Glenn, Liz’s 
son, offers a complimentary service of driving 
guests to and from the estate, as well as driving 
guests the following morning to pick up their car! 

In Rosefield, home cooking is a speciality  
and your host, Liz has vast culinary experience. 
Local traditional dishes on the menu include  
Irish breakfast, boxty and potato bread, brown 
bread, scones, Irish stew, boiled ham, cabbage 
and potatoes, homemade soup, steak and home 
grown vegetables.

Also during the day, if you want to explore the 
surrounding area and enjoy the local amenities, 
Liz will make you a packed lunch which can be 
provided on request. Things to do in the area 
include horse riding, fishing, golf, pitch and putt, 
bowling and water sports. There is also a local 
heritage centre, a county museum and a vintage 
museum nearby, as well as numerous restaurants.

Rosefield Farm Guest House has been running 
for over 18 years during which time it has received 
several hospitality awards and it continues to offer 
an impeccable service. It is clear from comments in 
the visitors book that Liz’s guest house offers an 
overwhelming feeling of homeliness and warmth  
– a home from home experience.
Phone Monaghan 047 82181.
rosefieldguesthouse.com

Win  a two night bed and breakfast stay
at Rosefield Farm Guest House worth €200 
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After visiting Wilsons Conservation Building Products, 

Grace and Peter fell in love with one of the kitchen 

designs displayed in their showroom and knew it would 

be the perfect choice for their new build Banbridge home.

Classic 
Charm
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My previous kitchen was a lovely pine 
country style. It was long and narrow 
but not a great living space,’ recalls 

Grace. ‘Our family had been visiting Wilsons for 
years and had looked at other kitchens in other 
companies but felt that the finish wasn’t as good. 
When I visited the Wilsons showroom with my 
husband I fell in love with one of their designs 
and wanted that exact one in my new home. Our 
designer Nigel was great and as it was a new build, 
he was able to come on-site and work with the 
architect and builder.’

As a new build, there was quite a lot of 
flexibility. The space has vaulted ceilings and 
was originally all open-plan but needed to have a 

wall built to give the kitchen definition and avoid 
units floating in the middle of the building.

‘I told Nigel I wanted a living space that 
worked well for me,’ adds Grace. ‘I love cooking 
and as this was a new build, we could build to a 
scale that would suit the space.’ 

What Nigel has created in the couple’s home 
is a beautifully designed kitchen that is elegant, 
well thought out and works perfectly for the 
family’s needs. The elegant cabinetry brightens 
up the space and complements the wooden 
flooring and brickwork on the walls. The stools 
that surround this island also add to the overall 
style of the kitchen and bring another elegant and 
classic element to the overall design.

‘
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Cleaver storage comes in the form of the well thought 
out design of the larder, as well as the bespoke chopping 
boards that are located on the island and are even 
handcarved for bread, vegetables, meat and fish.

Unique elements and design features of the kitchen 
come from the door furniture which is solid brass 
and is a mix of new and vintage handles. These were 
all handfinished to the couple’s own taste. The main 
worktops are a very unusual textured granite. The 
walls are made from very old reclaimed handmade 
brick, with shelves made from reclaimed antique oak.

Wilsons helped the couple select the flooring which 
is handmade oak Versailles panels. Originally the 
kitchen was to have a tiled floor, but Grace had to have 
the Versailles wooden flooring panels when she saw a 
interior designer trying them out in Wilsons kitchen 
showroom for another customer’s project. Designer 
Nigel also sourced the lights which are vintage 
industrial lights that originated in an old motor works, 
and add a beautiful finishing touch in the space.

 The final design delivers the perfect balance 
between practicality, functionality and visual appeal. 

Grace concludes, ‘I just love the living space that 
the kitchen creates for my family. The best feature is 
definitely the island because everything is so accessible 
for cooking and it’s great when entertaining. There is 
nothing that I would change at all, I am very happy 
with my kitchen.’

Kitchen Contacts

KITCHEN DESIGN
Wilsons Conservation Building Products
Dromore 028 9269 2304
wilsonsyard.com

Flooring: Versailles wooden flooring panels 
from Wilsons Conservation Building Products 
Worktops: Granite. Solid oak on the island

APPlIANCES
Fridge-freezer: Neff
Range cooker: Steel

Dishwasher: Neff
Microwave: Neff
Extractor: Neff



food for
Thought

Some winter delights to inspire. Method
1 Warm a glass.

2 Add honey, gin,  
cloves and lemon juice.

3 Top with boiling  
water, stir until honey  

has dissolved.

4 Garnish with  
lemon slice and 
cinnamon stick.

Who’s Cooking?
the Christmas Chronicles by Nigel Slater
From the BBC1 presenter and bestselling author 
of Eat, The Kitchen Diaries and Toast comes a 
new book featuring everything you need for the 
winter solstice. The Christmas Chronicles is the 
story of Nigel Slater’s love for winter, the scent 
of fir and spruce, ghost stories read with a glass 
of sloe gin, and beeswax candles with shadows 
dancing on the ceiling. With recipes, decorations, 
fables and quick fireside suppers, Nigel guides 
you through the essential preparations for 
Christmas and the New Year, with everything you 
need to enjoy the winter months.

Taking you from 1st November all the way to 
the end of January, The Christmas Chronicles 

covers everything 
from Bonfire 
Night, Christmas 
and New Year 
to Epiphany. 
Throughout the 
season, Nigel 
offers over 100 
recipes to see 
you through the 
build-up, the 
celebrations and 
the aftermath.

INgredIeNtS
1 spoonful honey

50ml Sipsmith London Dry gin
3 dried cloves

Half measure of lemon juice
to garnish

1 lemon slice
1 cinnamon stick

Hot Gin Skin

Newsflash!
The National Crafts & Design Fair returns to the 

RDS in Dublin from 5th December showcasing 
the work of over 500 local designers, artists and 
craftspeople. This year the fair also features the 

work of over 100 artisan food producers offering 
up a sample of their work and the opportunity 

to buy some late Christmas presents. From 
handmade cheese to artisan chocolate, there 

will surely be something for everyone.

Make a Mess!
Cook up a treat or two 
and forget about the mess 
this Christmas.

Tunnock’s Christmas 
pudding apron from 
gillian Kyle. £18. 
gilliankyle.com

Winter garden 
cotton apron 

from Amaroni 
home. £16. 

amaroni.com

Billy Christmas 
apron from 
ragged rose. £7. 
raggedrose.com

Into the wild 
stag apron from 

Creative tops. £14. 
creative-tops.com

123 Hillsborough Road, 
Dromore, Co. Down BT25 1QW

Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm

UK: 028 9269 2304 
IRE: 048 9269 2304

Phone

www.wilsonsyard.com

Providers of Exquisite Bespoke Kitchens, 
Floors & Lighting

Kitchen appointments not essential but recommended

ONLY 1 1⁄4 HOURS FROM DUBLIN CITY 
CENTRE AND 5 MINUTES FROM LISBURN’S 

SPRUCEFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
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Tanya’s 
Christmas 

by Tanya Burr
Tanya’s Christmas is a beautiful celebration of Christmas from bestselling 

author Tanya Burr, crammed with festive recipes and craft projects. Here she 

shares a few festive recipes from the book for you to try at home.

White Chocolate  
Wonderland Cake
If you are not a fan of the traditional Christmas 
cake (and I know a lot of people who aren’t), this 
is a great alternative. I use my white chocolate 
sponge recipe as it makes the best celebration 
cake and most amazing centrepiece. Go crazy 
with the decorating! 

Serves 8–10

Prep time: 45 minutes
Cooking time: 20 minutes, plus chilling

IngredIentS

For the cake
300g unsalted butter, softened, 
plus extra for greasing
200g white chocolate, broken into chunks
300g golden caster sugar
4 large eggs
350g plain flour
1½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
1½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
200ml buttermilk

For the icing
300g unsalted butter, softened
600g icing sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract

to decorate
Icing sugar, for dusting
White ready-to-roll royal icing  
(300g is more than enough)
White chocolate stars or curls
Edible silver glitter
Edible silver balls
Sparklers (optional)

You will need 3 x 21cm round loose-bottomed 
cake tins and a snowflake cookie cutter.

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 180ºC/350ºF/gas mark 4. 
Grease the base and sides of the cake tins and 
line the bases with baking parchment.

2 Melt the white chocolate in a heatproof bowl 
set over a pan of simmering water, making sure 
that the bottom of the bowl doesn’t touch the 
water, stirring occasionally until smooth. Remove 
the bowl from the pan and allow to cool slightly.

3 Beat the butter and sugar together in a bowl 
with an electric whisk until light and fluffy. Add 
the eggs one at a time, making sure each one is 
fully incorporated before adding the next, then 
fold in the flour, bicarbonate of soda, baking 
powder and salt. Add the buttermilk and melted 
white chocolate, and mix to form a smooth, silky 
batter.

 

4 Divide the batter between the cake tins and 
spread it out slightly with a spatula.

5 Bake for 20 minutes, or until the cakes are 
golden and risen and a skewer poked into the 
centre of the cakes comes out clean. Remove 
from the oven and leave to cool in the tins for 10 
minutes before transferring to wire racks to cool 
completely. 

6 Make the icing by creaming the butter in a 
bowl, then slowly adding the icing sugar and 
beating until smooth and light. Stir in the vanilla 
extract.

7 Sandwich the cakes together with one third of 
the icing on a cake stand or serving plate, then 
spread a very thin layer (another third of the 
icing) over the top and around the outside to 
catch the crumbs. 

8 Chill in the fridge for 30 minutes to set the 
icing slightly, then use the remaining icing to fully 
cover the cake. 

9 Dust the work surface with icing sugar and roll 
out the royal icing. 

10 Cut out snowflake shapes and stick them 
carefully to the side and top of the cake. 

11 Decorate the top with white chocolate stars or 
curls, more snowflakes, glitter and silver balls – I 
also crushed some to scatter around the base of 
the cake. Serve with sparklers, if using.
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roast turkey with gravy
Where would Christmas lunch be without 
this magnificent bird? I know other families 
who choose chicken, duck or goose but we 
have always had turkey. My parents order it 
at the beginning of the month and collect it 
on Christmas Eve. Remember to leave enough 
space in the fridge to squeeze it in. Make sure 
the turkey is large enough to feed you all (but 
small enough that it will fit in your oven) with 
some left over for sandwiches. It is well worth 
spending time on the gravy as there is nothing 

worse than slaving over a plate of delicious  
food only to ruin it all by a watery gravy. Here,  
I give you a meat version only as the Wellington 
doesn’t need gravy.

IngredIentS
5–6kg free-range turkey with giblets
50g unsalted butter, softened
A few sprigs of rosemary
1 chicken or vegetable stock cube
50g plain flour
Salt and pepper

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 190ºC/375ºF/gas mark 5.

2 If you’re using a frozen turkey, take it out of 
the freezer on 22nd of December and allow it to 
defrost in the fridge. When you’re ready to cook 
it, remove it from the fridge to let it come to 
room temperature, remove the bag of giblets and 
stuff the cavity with your sausagemeat stuffing. 
Pat the outside of the turkey dry with kitchen 
towel. Rub the butter all over the skin of the 
bird, then season it well with salt and pepper and 
tuck the sprigs of rosemary into the creases of 
the legs. Place it in your biggest metal roasting tin 
and put the neck of the turkey (from the bag of 
giblets) in the tray too. 

3 Pour 100ml of water into the roasting tin, being 
careful not to pour it over the turkey, then pop 
the whole thing into the oven to cook for 20 
minutes per kilo, plus 80 minutes (so for a 5kg 
bird, the total cooking time is 3 hours), basting 
the turkey with the cooking juices occasionally.

4 Put the rest of the giblets in a small saucepan 
and cover with water. Bring to the boil, then turn 
down the heat and allow to simmer. Skim off 
any brown scum from the surface of the water. 
An hour after the turkey has gone in the oven, 
remove the neck from the roasting tin and add 
it to the saucepan with the rest of the giblets. 
Allow to simmer gently for a further hour, then 
set the pan to one side.

5 You can tell when the turkey is cooked because 
the leg will pull away easily from the rest of the 
body and the juices will run clear. If you have 
a meat thermometer, the internal temperature 
should read 74ºC. Remove the turkey from the 
oven, lift it onto a large board and cover it with 
foil and clean tea towels for insulation. Allow it 
to rest for 35 minutes, while you cook the roast 
potatoes and Yorkshire puddings. Don’t panic if 
everything isn’t ready in exactly 35 minutes – the 
turkey can happily rest for up to an hour.

6 Finish the gravy by removing the giblets from 
the saucepan and add the stock cube. Pour any 
juices from the turkey roasting tin into a jug 
and allow to sit, undisturbed, so that the fat 
separates. Carefully pour away as much fat as 
possible, then pour the remaining juices into the 
saucepan with the giblet stock. Put the roasting 
tin over a low heat on the hob and sprinkle the 
flour over the remaining crusty bits in the tin, 
using a wooden spoon to stir the flour – these 
crusty bits are where all the flavour is! Slowly add 
the turkey stock from the saucepan, stirring all 
the time to avoid the gravy clumping.

7 If you don’t think there’s enough gravy, add 
a little boiling water from the kettle. Season 
with salt and pepper and allow to simmer for a 
few minutes in the roasting tin, before pouring 
back into the saucepan (if you’re not eating 
immediately) or into a warmed gravy jug to take 
to the table.

8 Bring the turkey and gravy to the table for 
carving. Don’t forget to take the sausagemeat 
out of the inside of the bird and slice it to serve 
alongside the turkey.

9 While the turkey is cooking, you can prepare 
everything else.
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Mushroom, spinach, pine nut  
and blue cheese Wellington
My brother-in-law Ian always thinks vegetarians 
never get much of a choice for Christmas dinner 
so he wanted to create something a bit special 
for the vegetarians in our family. In his own 
words: ‘I wanted to make something that would 
still work with all the traditional roast trimmings. 
The flavours in this Wellington are incredible, 
and the delicate richness of the sauce and meaty 
texture from the nuts work really well with the 
pastry. It’s safe to say this always gets prime 
position on our table!’ The filling can be made 
before the big day and frozen until needed. Make 
sure it is fully defrosted before you encase it in 
pastry.

Serves 6–8

Prep time: 45 minutes, plus chilling
Cooking time: 50 minutes

IngredIentS
600g spinach, washed
30g unsalted butter
1 tbsp olive oil 
1 large onion, finely chopped
500g chestnut mushrooms, thinly sliced
100g whole cooked chestnuts (from a packet), 
roughly chopped
2 garlic cloves, crushed 
50ml brandy
Leaves stripped from 1 sprig of thyme,  
roughly chopped
100g pine nuts 
180g Stilton (or other blue cheese)
500g block of puff pastry (ideally all-butter),  
plus 1 sheet of puff pastry, to decorate (optional)
1 egg 
1 tbsp milk
2 tbsp plain flour, for dusting
Salt and pepper

You will need a lattice cutter (optional).

Method
1 Bring a saucepan of water to the boil, add the 
spinach and blanch it for 1 minute, then drain and 
press as much water out of it as possible. Leave 
to one side.

2 Melt the butter with the oil in a large frying pan 
over a medium heat, add the onion and cook for 
3–4 minutes, until softened. Add the mushrooms, 
chestnuts, garlic and brandy, season with salt and 
pepper and cook over a medium heat for about 
15 minutes. 

3 Stir in the chopped thyme and take the pan off 
the heat, then tip the mixture into a bowl and 
allow to cool completely.

4 While the mixture cools, toast the pine nuts in 
a dry frying pan over a medium-high heat, tossing 
them from time to time, until golden brown. 
Allow to cool before tipping into the bowl with 
the mushroom mixture.

5 Once the mushroom mixture has cooled, 
crumble in the blue cheese, add the blanched 
spinach, and mix everything together thoroughly.

6 Lay a piece of clingfilm about 60cm long on the 
work surface. Tip the mixture onto the clingfilm 
and roll it up tightly from one short end, shaping 

the mixture into a large sausage shape about 
25–30cm long, twisting the ends of clingfilm as 
you go. Place the roll in the fridge for at least 1 
hour (or 30 minutes in the freezer).

7 Preheat the oven to 220ºC/425ºF/gas mark 
7 and line a baking tray with baking parchment. 
Take the block of pastry out of the fridge 10 
minutes before using it, so it can soften slightly.

8 Beat the egg in a bowl with the milk to make 
the egg wash.

9 Dust the work surface with flour and roll out 
the block of pastry to around 40 x 35cm. 

10 Unwrap the roll of filling and lay it along 
one long edge of the pastry, leaving a 5–7.5cm 
border at each short end. Gently lift and drape 
the pastry over the filling, making sure the seam 
sits underneath the Wellington. Seal the long 
edges of the pastry with the egg wash, making 
sure there are no gaps for the filling to run 

out of as you don’t want a soggy bottom! Seal 
both ends by pressing the pastry together and 
brushing it with more egg wash, then trim off any 
excess pastry. 

11 Decorate the Wellington with the leftover 
pastry or, for a fancy finish, unroll the sheet 
of puff pastry (let it sit at room temperature 
for 10 minutes so it’s easier to use), roll the 
lattice cutter over it and gently pull the pastry 
apart to show the holes, then brush the pastry 
with the egg wash and place it directly onto 
the Wellington over the first layer of pastry, 
wrapping it completely. Glaze with the remaining 
egg wash. 

12 Put the Wellington on the lined baking tray 
and pop it in the oven to bake for 30–35 minutes, 
until the pastry is puffed up and a gorgeous 
golden colour. Remove from the oven and leave 
it to cool slightly, then slice and serve.
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COMPETITION

How to enter
Answer the following question:
What type of cheese is used in  
Tanya’s wellington?

Send your answer, name, address, email 
and phone number marked Tanya’s 
Christmas Competition to Ireland’s 
Homes Interiors & Living magazine, PO 
Box 42, Bangor, County Down, BT19 
7AD or Ashgrove House, Kill Avenue, Dun 
Laoghaire, County Dublin or enter online 
at: ihil.net

Entries must be received no later than 
5pm, Friday 8th December 2017. One 
entry per household. One separate email /
postcard for each competition. Judge’s 
decision is final. No cash alternative.  
Prizes are non-transferable. 
If you would like to receive our 
monthly Newsletter please include  
your email address with your entry.

Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living  
Magazine together with Blink 
Publishing are offering two readers 
the chance to win a copy of Tanya’s 
Christmas worth £16.99. Total prize 
value £33.98.

Melting snowman cookies
Whatever your age, you will appreciate these 
cute cookies. The biscuits are easy to make and 
the fun is in the decorating. It’s a brilliant edible 
crafts project for children to enjoy tackling, 
too. I am obsessed with marshmallows so these 
little faces make me very happy. 

Makes 20

Prep time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 15 minutes
decorating time: 20 minutes

IngredIentS

For the biscuits
110g caster sugar
225g unsalted butter, softened
275g plain flour, plus extra for dusting

For the icing
200g icing sugar
3–4 tbsp milk

to decorate
Ready-made writing icing in tubes  
(a few different colours)
20 mini marshmallows
Orange jelly slices, or other jellied orange sweet
Mini chocolate chips or chocolate-coated  
puffed rice
 
You will need a 7cm round pastry cutter.

Method
1 Preheat the oven to 180ºC/350ºF/gas mark 4. 
Line 2 baking sheets with baking parchment.

2 Put the sugar and butter in a bowl and cream 
together until thick and pale. Stir in the flour until 
everything is mixed together. 

3 Dust the work surface with flour. Tip the 
mixture out onto the surface and work it into a 
disc with your hands, gathering in all the crumbly 
bits as you go and working them into a dough. 
Roll out the dough to a thickness of 5mm then 
cut out 20 circles with the 7cm cutter, re-rolling 
scraps of dough as necessary and arranging them 
on the lined baking sheets as you go.

4 Bake the cookies in the oven for 13–15 minutes, 
or until they are golden brown. Leave on the tray 
to firm up for a few minutes then transfer to a 
wire rack and leave to cool completely.

5 While waiting for the cookies to cool, decorate 
your snowmen’s faces by using writing icing in 
tubes to draw eyes and a mouth on individual 
marshmallows. Use orange jelly slices cut 
into tiny wedges for a carrot nose. Allow the 
decorated faces to set.

6 Make the icing by sifting the icing sugar into a 
bowl and stirring in the milk little by little until 
you have a thick, smooth icing that isn’t runny. If 
it looks too runny, add a little more icing sugar to 
thicken it up. You don’t want it to pour off the 
edges of your cookie.

7 When the cookies are completely cool, 
spoon a little white icing onto each one – it’s 
meant to look like a puddle, so don’t worry 
about being too neat. While the icing is still 
soft, put your marshmallow head in place. Use 
chocolate chips or chocolate-coated puffed 
rice for the coal buttons, and place these on 
while the icing is runny. Leave the icing to 
harden and set for about 10 minutes.

8 Once the white icing has set, use the 
writing icing to draw on stick arms and a nice 
colourful scarf.
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for the
Ladies
Take time to relax and enjoy your 

Christmas with family and friends.

Stay stylish in the 
colder months.

Wish list...
treat  
yourself...
This christmas:
Killyhevlin lakeside Hotel
In Brief 

The Killyhevlin Lakeside Hotel takes on a special magic during 
the festive season offering Christmas party nights, Santa 
Sundays, festive afternoon tea and spa gift sets.

About 
Commanding stunning views overlooking scenic Lough Erne, the 
hotel offers 71 spacious rooms including a range of luxury suites 
and for those preferring the freedom of a self-catering break 
why not stay in one the hotels’ luxury Lodges. Guests can enjoy 
complimentary use of the Killyhevlin Health Club, complete with 
indoor swimming pool, outdoor hot tub and gym. Why not go 
that one step further and pamper yourself in the Kalm Elemis 
Spa, a sanctuary of peace and tranquillity unlike any other.

Contact details
Phone 028 6632 3481. killyhevlin.com

In Shaker Heights, a suburb of 
Cleveland, everything is planned 
– from the colours of the houses, 
to the successful lives its residents 
will go on to lead. And no one 
embodies this spirit more than Elena 
Richardson, whose guiding principle 
is playing by the rules.

Enter Mia Warren – an enigmatic 
artist and single mother with her 
teenage daughter Pearl, and rents a 
house from the Richardsons. Soon 
Mia and Pearl become more than 
tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter 
pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the 
status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community.

Little Fires Everywhere 
by Jodi Picoult

Elizabeth Arden Red 
Door 50ml from The 
Fragrance Shop. £27. 
thefragranceshop.co.uk

CULTURE CLUB

Clover dress from Hush. 
£65. hush-uk.com

Stiletto back zip court 
shoes from Marks & Spencer. 
£35. marksandspencer.com

Joanna Hope leather 
jacket from JD Williams. 
£180. jdwilliams.co.uk
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Things to see and do

The first stop for most people to Alaska will be the state capital of 
Anchorage, a major cultural centre and the ideal base from which 
to explore further. There is plenty to see and do around the city 

but it is as a gateway to the wilderness that Anchorage is best known, 
indeed it may be hard to see where the city ends and the wilderness 
begins, with moose roaming the suburbs and people plucking salmon 
from creeks between office blocks. The ideal way to acclimatise to 
the Alaskan environment is a trek up the Flattop Mountain Trail, a 
challenging three mile hike that rewards visitors with stunning 360 
degree views of the city, the Aleutian Islands and on a clear day, Denali 
(Mt. McKinley) the highest mountain peak in North America.

If the short hike to Flattop Mountain whets your appetite for more 
challenging walks, there is no better place than Denali National Park. 
The park is known worldwide for its wide variety of plant and animal 
life and some of the most stunning views in North America. Park 
Rangers with their sled dogs provide guided tours through some of the 
most popular trails, while more hardy souls can spend the night under 
canvas and fall asleep to the sounds of the wild. Be sure to be on the 
lookout for caribou, moose or even grizzly bear.

Hit the road less travelled and 

explore the wild frontier of Alaska. 

Alaska
Destination Abroad: 

Prince William Sound. Photo by chriS mclennan. 

denali national Park and PreServe. Photo by brian adamS.ketchikan. Photo by brian adamS.
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Alaska is a mecca for all kinds of sea life, but is 
perhaps most famous for the whales that feed in 
the nutrient rich waters. While it is possible to spot 
whales from the coastline in certain areas, by far the 
best option is aboard one of the many boat trips. To 
find a whale watching boat trip head to the city of 
Juneau and take your pick from the many on offer, 
from large boats carrying up to 200 people to smaller 
boats handling only small groups. While Juneau is the 
perfect spot for whale watching, the city is also home 
to the Mendenhall Glacier and surrounding park. 

One of the driving forces in the development and 
settlement of Alaska was the discovery of gold in the 
late19th century. The ports of Dyea and Skagway 
saw an estimated 100,000 people rush in to make 
their fortune on their way to the Klondike region of 
the Yukon. Modern day prospectors should make 
the Klondike Gold Rush Historical Park their first port 
of call to learn what hardships you need to endure 
before you set out in search of riches. Skagway was 
an important staging post for prospectors and many 
of the original period buildings have been restored 
including saloons, offices and shops.

Prince William Sound. 
Photo by chriS mclennan. 

Silver Salmon creek lodge. Photo by chriS mclennan.
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Places to eat and drink
Tracy’s King Crab Shack in Juneau is 
located right on the docks ensuring the 
freshest seafood all year round, don’t leave 
without trying the King crab legs! While in 
Juneau savour an all-you-can-eat Alaskan 
feast in the Gold Creek Salmon Bake The 
Moose’s Tooth in Anchorage is arguably 
the most popular restaurant in Alaska with 
their pizza’s drawing widespread acclaim. 
Seven Glaciers combines great food with 
stunning views on top of Mount Alyeska. If 
you manage to get there at the right time 
you can enjoy a glass of wine as the sun 
sets over the glacier. To get an authentic 
taste of Alaska try the reindeer ragu or  
grilled octopus at 229 Parks Restaurant 
in McKinley village, the ideal spot to treat 
yourself after a days hiking around the 
foothills of Denali. 

Places to stay
The intimate surroundings of the Silverbow 
Inn in Juneau provides visitors with 
something a little more personal than larger 
chain hotels in the area. With just 11 rooms 
attention to detail is assured, and the hot 
tub is a great way to relax at the end of 
the day. For a room with stunning views 
across the Chugach Mountains or the Cook 
Inlet, the Hotel Captain Cook in Anchorage 
is ideal. This landmark hotel is located in 
downtown Anchorage and is convenient 
to the best bars, shops and restaurants in 
the city. 

Getting There
There are no direct flights to Alaska 
from Ireland but you can fly to London 
from Belfast, Dublin or Shannon and 
from there on to Chicago or Seattle 
where you can fly to Anchorage.

goldcreek Salmon bake - Juneau. Photo by brian adamS.

Juneau. Photo by brian adamS.

The Mount Roberts 

Tramway takes 

passengers from sea 

level to 1,800 feet  

up the mountain.
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Ireland has something for everyone at Christmas.

Christmas Escapes
Destination Ireland: 

Christmas Markets
One of the best things about Christmas in Ireland is the markets in almost every  

town and city in the country offering all manner of fine food and drink. One of the 
best is Limerick’s Milk Market, renowned for the quality of food on offer and the handy 
all-weather canopy.

Galway’s continental market is a lively affair with live entertainment from choirs and 
bands providing the soundtrack to a wide variety of food from across Europe. The big 
attractions for 2017 include a big wheel and traditional carousel. For something a little 
different why not step back in time and take a trip to the Ulster Folk and Transport 
Museum and see how Christmas was celebrated in the 19th Century. The traditional 
smells of peat fires and oil lamps fill the air while carols are sung and a brass band plays. 
The craft stalls sell gifts and food made on site as well as items from the museum’s 
shops, and the kids can visit Santa or enjoy the magic show in the Parochial Hall.

Belfast
Belfast is the ideal spot for a short city break over 

Christmas. There is something for everyone in the 
city, from last minute shopping, family entertainment 
at one of the many pantomimes showing, and of 
course the famous nightlife. One of the most popular 
events for locals is the continental market at City Hall 
which grows in popularity year after year and is the 
ideal place to grab a bite to eat before you sample 
some of the pubs and bars of the Cathedral Quarter. 
The newly opened Titanic Hotel on the site of the old 
drawing offices of Harland and Wolff is the ideal place 
to stay while you explore the city. 

belfast continental market.
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Limerick racecourse and town
The first day of the Christmas festival at Limerick 

Racecourse takes place on Boxing Day and attracts some 
of the very best trainers and jockeys from around the UK and 
Ireland. A day at the races is a great present for horse racing 
fans, and the Christmas meeting at Limerick serves up plenty 
of treats between races including a family fun day on Friday 
29th December. The Fitzgerald’s Woodland House Hotel and 
the Dunraven Arms Hotel are just two of a number of hotels 
that offer special race/stay packages throughout the year.

Dublin 
For those hard to buy for relatives, 

sometimes the only place to go is 
Dublin. If you can’t find something there, 
you won’t find it anywhere. Throughout 
December, Dublin City Council is offering 
a free shop and drop service where 
shoppers can leave their purchases safely 
and securely while they go off and 
explore everything else the city has to 
offer. From the ice rink at Smithfield to 
a taste of Christmas past at Farmleigh 
House in Phoenix Park, Dublin is bursting 
with festive events. Temple Bar and the 
Docklands host two of the finest markets 
around, and there is also plenty of 
cultural events to enjoy including Carols 
at Malahide Castle and of course the 
traditional panto season in the Olympia 
Theatre and The Helix among others.

Fota Island Resort, Cork. 
Nowhere does Christmas quite like the Fota Island Resort. Now in its fifth year, the Beyond 

Christmas experience attracts visitors from all over the country and transforms the five 
star resort into the ultimate winter wonderland. Set within the woods of the hotel, the exact 
details of this years experience are a closely guarded secret but guests can expect a feast of 
festive surprises and an abundance of yuletide cheer. The best way to experience Beyond 
Christmas is to spend a few nights in the hotel, where you can take in the whole Christmas 
experience and then relax in the luxurious surroundings.
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Harvey’s Point, 
Donegal
For those looking to escape 

and relax this Christmas, 
Harvey’s Point in Donegal 
is the ideal spot. Situated 
between the foothills of the 
Blue Stack Mountains and 
the shore of Lough Eske, the 
stunning views are just one of 
the highlights of this luxurious 
hotel. If the weather allows, 
the mountains and nearby 
beaches of Murvagh and 
Rossnowlagh are well worth 
exploring. If the weather closes 
in, there is no better place to 
relax and unwind than in front 
of the open fire at the bar.
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Winter Colour 
for your Garden
During the winter months, the low light 

levels and cold temperatures can make the 

garden feel dismal and desolate. Looking 

out the window to bleak, abandoned pots 

and containers will only exacerbate the 

feeling. However, the doom and gloom of 

the winter months can be brightened up 

with coloured planting in your containers, 

to brighten up even the darkest day.

1

3

2

4
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Deirdre Prince  
MLA Dip Arch Tech MGLDA Landscape Architect. 
Phone Dublin 01 6350032. Mobile: 087 9916961.  
deirdreprince.ie

Winner of gold medal and Best in Small Garden  
category in Bloom 2012 in conjunction with Patricia Tyrrell.

deirdre’s favourite plants 
for winter colour.
Lenten Rose (Fig.1) Helleborus orientalis ‘Double Ellen Red’
hellebores are great plants for winter colour. their evergreen 
leaves form great ground cover and their blooms appear late 
winter and early spring. they grow to about 35cm high and will 
flower in partial to deep shade and will tolerate dry conditions.
double ellen red is my favourite. it has a double, frilly, cup-shaped 
flowers which delicately droop to the ground.

Grape Hyacinth (Fig.2) Muscari
growing to a height of about 20cm, these late winter/early spring 
flowering bulbs have ‘grape’ like deep purple flowers on narrow 
stems. they tolerate partial shade and survive from year to year in 
pots and containers.

Cyclamen (Fig.3) Cyclamen
we’re all familiar with this low-growing perennial. it comes in a 
variety of colours and will survive happily in containers throughout 
the winter months .it grows to about 15cm high and will tolerate 
partial shade and even very hard frosts.

Alum Root (Fig.4) Heuchera ‘Fire Chief’
this plant has deep rich pinky-red leaves, which turn a bit darker 
in winter, with pink and white flowers to match. it grows to about 
25cm high and loves a well drained soil. it will thrive in sun or 
partial shade.

Korean Rock Fern (Fig.5) Polystichum tsus-tsimense
this is a great evergreen fern which grows to about 50cm in 
height. it likes moist but well drained conditions and will thrive 
happily in a large pot. it also tolerates partial shade.

Curry Plant (Fig.6) Helicyhrysum italicum
helichrysum is a grey-green evergreen shrub with downey-
grey curry scented leaves which gives it its name. the scent is 
particularly strong in sunlight. it has deep yellow flower clusters in 
summer but retains its silvery leaves all winter. it grows to about 
50cm high.

Milk Chocolate Sedge (Fig.7) Carex comans ‘Milk Chocolate’
i love this evergreen grass which has chocolate brown arching 
leaves. it grows to about 40cm high and will survive in dry 
conditions and makes an ideal plant for winter colour in a pot.

Dwarf Daffodils (Fig.8) Narcissus ‘Tête-à-tête’
this late winter, early spring flowering bulb is an old reliable. it 
is ideally sited to containers as it grows to about 20cm high. its 
bright yellow flowers will cheer up a bleak winter day.

5
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8
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The hotel is the result of a beautiful and sensitive restoration of the 
original drawing offices of Harland & Wolff where the Titanic was 
designed as well as countless other H&W ships.

Entering the hotel through a newly constructed glass atrium you are 
immediately awed by the historical significance of this building as the 
two vast drawing offices lie either side of the foyer.

We checked in swiftly and were shown to our room by the concierge 
dressed appropriately in a tweed coat and flat cap, or ‘duncher’ as it 
would have been referred to in the early 1900s. The corridors leading 
to the rooms are adorned with old photographs of Harland & Wolff 
shipyard workers, or ‘Islandmen,’ as well as images of passengers aboard 
some of the many ships designed in the building.

Our room overlooked one of Belfast’s most iconic views – the yellow 
H&W cranes. The rooms are styled ‘industrial chic’ decorated in tones 
of white, grey and charcoal with riveted look headboards. It offers all 
the comforts of a modern hotel including wide screen TV, tea/coffee 
facilities and a well equipped, well stocked bathroom with fluffy white 
towels and Paul Costello toiletries.

Dinner was booked in the hotel restaurant so we headed down the 
original Edwardian elegant staircase leading us through the ‘corridor of 
power’ where the offices of the directors of H&W were located including 
the office of Lord Pirrie and his nephew Thomas Andrews, who designed 
the Titanic and was on board the ship on its fateful maiden voyage.

‘The Wolff Grill’ is located off Drawing Office Two and is sumptuously 
decorated with teal velour seating softening the industrial edge décor. 
Chandeliers cleverly constructed from tyres and heavy rope work hang 
throughout the dining room as a gentle nod to Belfast’s industrial 
manufacturing heritage of the late 19th century. The restaurant offers 
a varied menu and the food was excellent. We also enjoyed being 
attended by waiters dressed in tweed waistcoats and grandad collar 
shirts reminiscent of the shipbuilding era.

After dinner we relaxed in the Harland Bar where the stunning 
original architecture of the Drawing Offices has been lovingly restored 
and the result is a breathtaking renovation rich in original features. 
Striking skylights in the delicately arched ceilings capture the maximum 
amount of natural light which ensured the draughtsmen worked under 
consistent illumination throughout the day. The gigantic drawing tables 
may have been replaced with sumptuous sofas and cocktail tables but 
the sheer scale of the room reminds you of its former purpose. The 
Island Bar in the centre features original Villeroy & Boch ceramic tiles 
salvaged from the upper floors of the building from the same batch that 
were used on board RMS Olympic and Titanic in the swimming pools 
and Turkish Steam Baths.

The bar is overlooked by the ornate Presentation Room where 
Harland & Wolff’s wealthiest, most esteemed clients would have been 
entertained as they inspected their ship’s plans and viewed the designers 
at work below. It is wonderful to see new life and purpose breathed into 
these stunning rooms and the hotel is worth visiting to see these alone.
Phone 028 9508 2000. titanichotelbelfast.com

Irish Getaways

This month we visit Titanic Hotel Belfast 

which opened its doors in September.

Titanic
Hotel Belfast
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Style 
Icon

The Christmas bauble

The Christmas bauble takes many forms in todays decoration 
selection, but the first Christmas trees were adorned with 
fruit, candy canes and pastrys in the shape of stars. The classic 

glass bauble was first made in Germany to be hung on trees, which 
seemed like a more enduring way to decorate without using food, 
and these were soon exported and mimicked around the world, 
and continue to be the decoration of choice for our trees today.



Why not give the gift of a digital 
subscription this christmas?
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Ireland’s Homes Interiors & Living magazine is also available in digital format, offering you access to inspirational 
pages of Irish interiors across a range of devices wherever you may be. Whether in the comfort of your own 

home or on the move, your favourite interiors magazine is now at your fingertips. 

View sample pages for free, or subscribe to enjoy the whole magazine on the go!

december issue noW available 
Get it on your iPad, iPhone, Android device or PC



Arundel six seater dining table, €2,000  Alpine throw, €90
Southdown sheepskin rug, €160  Estelle small wooden star, €16.

Belfast. Dublin. Fermanagh. Kildare. Kilkenny. 
Limerick. Mayo. Meath. Offaly. Wicklow.

neptune.com/adifferentperspective

We believe in a 
di� erent perspective.


